
SACL, JACJCSON (157-958) 12/16/64DATE:

tA SA PETER R. DURLAND

* * BIKCT: ERNEST HENRY AVANTS
RM

SA DURLAND and SA LENARD WOLF on 11/25/64 revieweddams County 1965 Car Registration records at the Sheriff's
'ffice,
oeated which appear to pertain to subjects in the area,
re 1965 registrations.

Natchez, Mississippi. The following registrations were
All

ERNEST HENRY AVANTS: 1956 Chevrolet 1965 Miss.
C3653(registered to Mrs.
AVANTS, Route 1, Natchez)
Route 5, Box 279, Natchez,
1959 Ford Galaxie, 1965
Miss. C6901; 1955 Ford
Pick-up F/5 1330
None listed
None listed
1955 Pontiac, 4-door, 1-631None listed
1962 Chevrolet S/W, 1965
Miss. B-10071962 Chevrolet Pick-up F/5
1955 Chevrolet - C4676
1963 Chevrolet - C4675
1956 Ford C1330
1959 Vauxhall B1553
1964 Corvair 2-door club
coupe B1613
1958 Ford 1-14531953 Ford Pick-up F/5 31
1957 Chevrolet F/5 30. Fi<

up.
1958 Cadillac
1960 Ford C3887 5

1962 Chevrolet-
1962 Ra

JOHN W. BARBER:

RODNEY LEE BRITT:
DAVID RONALD CARNELL:
FRED DAVIS:
ERNEST ROBERT FINDLEY:
FRANK L. GASTON:

ALEXANDER GIBSON GOZA:

ERNEST DANIEL GOZA:
JAMES KENNETH GREER:

NELSON E. HANEY:

, 4-door, D1SIDNEY E. HANEY, SR.:
4- J

dan C187
r /American B-2

MARIO S. HERNANDEZ:
MARION LEE HOUSE: t f

Jackson(157-958)jpies last page.
/ " ' .
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CHARLES EDWARD JAMES; 1954 Chevrolet 2-doorC4967
1957 Ford Sedan C4968
1950 Studebaker pick-up F/5
969
1959 Ford pick-up F/5 970
None listed
1959 Ford 1-43471964 Ford Galaxie C2564
1960 Rambler S/W B1897
None listed
1961 Dodge-Polara S/W
1D2038
1959 Triumph 10 Sedan, A1006
1956 Desoto sedan 1-1273None listed
1964 Chevelle Chevrolet
1B1947
1962 Ford Pick-up F/5725
1958 Ford 1-3573
1963 Ford Galaxie 1-5299
1957 Chevrolet 2-door 1-7135None listed

GOVIE TAYLOR LAMBERT;
EARL McGAUGHEY;
ERNEST FARKER:
CECIL MAYO PEOFLES;
CECIL ROBERTS;
RAPHAEL LEONARD SCHUCHS:

FRANK HYMAN THURMAN:

EDWARD FULLER;
MYRON W. SEALE:

CURTIS WILLIAM WELCH:

BILLY L. WOOD:
THOMAS EDGAR YOUNG:
CALVIN CLARK:

1965 Car registrations were checked at Sheriff's Office,
ville, Mississippi, for Franklin County on 12/1/64 by SA DUR1AND
SA LENARD WOLF regarding following subjects ?

CALVIN CLARK:
R. LEWIS DANTZLER:

None listed
Route 1, Roxie - 1962 Ford
Fairlane 4-door 19B-I07Route 2, Roxie - 1954 Ford
Pickup F/525835
Route 2, Roxie, None listed
Route 2, Meadville
1962 Chevrolet 19B-177
1959 Ford 19-1458
1955 Chevrolet pickup F/525754
Roxie, 1956 Buick Special
19D206
Roxie, 1964 Chevrolet BelAir
4-door 19-882
1953 Chevrolet k ton pickup
F/526276
Roxie, 1960 Chevrolet pick-
up F/525756

E. H. DUNN:

W. C. DUNN:
CHARLES MARCUS EDWARDS:

WALTER GENE HALL:

W. J. HARRIGILL:

WILLIAM WALLACE HAVARD:

2
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-958
KENNETH LEHMAN: Roxie, 1961 Falcon Sedan

19B-139
Roxie, 1962 Ford, 19-16951953 Ford 3/4 ton F/526242
Meadville, 1962 Falcon 19B-

GERALD GRAY PHARES:

FRANK PRIEST:
118
1951 Chevrolet 4-door 19-288
Meadville, 1961 pick-upGMC F/5521
1964 Volks 19A-101
1958 Ford Anglis 2-door
19A-105
Meadville, 1957 Chevrolet
Sedan 19-1442
1960 GMC 1000 % ton F/526187
Meadville, 1964 Pontiac
Tempest Sedan 19-516
1962 Volks 19A111
1952 Studebaker 2-door
19B148
Meadville
up F/526195
Roxie, 1962 Chevrolet BelAir
4-door 19891

CLYDE SEALE:

DON SEALE:

JAMES SEALE:

*

1951 Chevy pick-DENNIS M. SMITH: 9

HERMAN RAY WHEELER:

1 - ERNEST HENRY AVANTS (157-958)
1 - JOHN W, BURBET (157-2208)
1 - RODNEY LEE BRITT (157-354)
1 - DAVID RONALD CARNELL (157-664)
1 - FRED DAVIS (157-2193)
1 - ERNEST FINDLEY (157-787)
1 - FRANK GASION (157-624)
1 - ALEXANDER GOZA (157-2202)
1 - ERNEST GOZA (157-2203)
1 - JAMES K. GREER (157-404)
1 - NELSON HANEY (157-694)
1 - SIDNEY HANEY (157-694)
1 - MARIO HERNANDEZ (157-2191)
L - M. L. HOUSE (157-2190)
. - CHARLES JAMES (157-879)- GOVIE LAMRFRT (157-2189)- EARL McGAUGHEY (157-511)- ERNEST PARKER (157-512)- CECIL PEOPLES (157-633)
rantlimed)
m

3- '1 v-W :i
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.CECIL ROBERTS (157-513).RAPHAEL SCHUCHS (157-21731.MI'RON SEALE (157-815)
I.CVRTIS WELCH (157-691)1 - BILLY WOOD (157-987)1.THOMAS YOUNG (157-994)1 - GALVIN CLARK (157-855)1 - R. LEWIS OANTZLER (157-219711 - E. H. DUNN (157-2194)

* “ W. C. DUNN (157-2195)1 - CHVKLES EDUARDS (157-1043)1 - WALTER HALL (157-1042)1 - W. J. HARRIGILL (157-1611)1 - WILLIAM HAVARD (157-2205)1 - KENNETH LEHMAN (157-2188)1 - GERALD PHARES (157-1636)1 - FRANK PRIEST (157-1610)1 - CLYDE SEALE (157-951)1 - DON SEALE (157-961)JAMES SEALE (157-950)DENNIS SMITH (157-1039)W. H. TEMPLE (157-2175)HERMAN WHEELER (157-1635)FRANK THURMAN (157-2169)

i
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t H icat io t i Record Request
' ( Hev. 1 1- 28 - 56 )

INSTRUCTIONS

Indicate office for reply in lower-left corner
only. Also list in lower-left corner all of-
fices which should receive copies of available
records. Include carbon of revised FD-9 for each
office receiving copies and forward with original
to Bureau.
Do not fill in block in lower-right corner.
Where available furnish Law Enforcement Ident-
ification Number and Military Service Number.

5.This form may be submitted in legible hand-
printing.
Use separate form for each individual on whom
record is requested.
Make effort to furnish FBI Identification Number
or Law Enforcement Identification Number.
Furnish descriptive data and fingerprint clas-
sification only when FBI Number not available.

1.
2.

3. 6 .
7.4.

DateAttention: Identification DivisionTo: DIRECTOR , FBI 1 2.-

7?M .

Furnish The Known Identification Record of the Following:
2TFBI Ho.Name

JF7? MFS7~ RUCHAWATU Other Ho. USN fttFSFfeug it- 48o
A 1 iases TV*/ /- L EkQtf /vwy * A

B i r t h p l a c^ Residence
4»

I'-'A-Tcae^. F'AIBS
B i r th D»teRaceSex

KJJ
Complexion AgeEyes

Gm eAl
Bui ldweight

far
HairHeight

f- I O 31-
Scars , marks and tat toosFingerpr int Classi f icat ion

Mso Furnish:
ISPhoto

Fingerprints

Handwriting Specimens
/

/

/ Identification Division ’ s Reply /
On basis of information furnished,

e to identify:
c w n
F i l e s

Retprn Reply to:
i DAIW

f tK/
Send Copies To:

- 7 ~0
S\ 2 J151un

Al lfriminal
F i l e s nrFI

Record Attached
J

Photo Atta^Aed /' / s'
ffj Photo Hot Ava i lable /

Handwriting Specimen Attached
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UNIi ^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS!
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537

EX o

*

none assigned , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.The following FBI record, NUMBER
ARRESTED OR

RECEIVEDCONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS

NAME AND NUMBER CHARGE DISPOSITION

i

5-23-47Ernest Buchanan
Parker
#V-6

Navy

Since r either Fingerprints nor an
identity ng number whidh is indexed
in our files accompanied your request,

FBI cajmot guarantee if any manner
is material cone eins the
ial in whom yen are

I t i
— — i 'i JLA CU „that interested.

indivi > . .... ;J . ..

in *
ACKSGN

ti < »

' < —
G -JR •IUX

l :
i' vzcaum Hecort r

COQMBb
-t ter*1 •

!Wf2«rpru4s in FBI tue«^ aw a*t*<s
"* w , off

Anere
1̂4 tt. ingerf.rtnl*.only J* a»\'«* * ML
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JL* following FBI record, NUMBER none assigned

A11 descriptive factors (if any) fumishedin our identification file

ASCRIPTION AND RELATED DATA:

Race:

you match
quoted.those unless herein

Sex:

Height: 68"

Weight: 155

Hair:

Eyes : hazel

Date and Place of Birth:

Scars & Marks: Unk

Address: Unk

Company: Unk

Occupation: Unk

nor *n
indexed- request,
manner

neither Fingerprints
which isFingerprint Classification:

9 R OOI 19
L 17 U 000

Since
identifying number
in our files accomcr.: c - •

rentes b
material concerns the

18 0
\ i

jFBI car.".:*, res-..
that this
individual in whom you are interested

.n ernuifetan shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fing<
wutars Where tina! disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired

with agrency contributing those fingerprints.indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as i
t f e * a-A? i tit1-5



12/8/64SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

SAC, JACKSON (137-512)
ERNEST BUCHANAN PARKER
RH

Subject is a known member of the United Klans

of America Ku Kline Klan and is closely associated with

the Klan element at Natchez, Miss.
PARKER has USN Reserve SN 2307480 and is described

as follows:
White
Male
May 4, 1930
Natchez, Miss.
5»10"

Race
Sex
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eye*#

185
Brown
Gray

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

1. Will review PARKER’s service record and set

forth all background information.
2. Will determine whether PARKER is known to

have received training in the use of explosives.
- jL157 - 5 / 1

Searched-
Serialized
Indexed—
Filed.

5-Washington Field Office
?-Jackson (157-512) - j

Ci
CLP:ish
(4)' (E

, ft

w<r

ni'4 rnmrnmmmm »m-1 —2n



SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 12/8/64

SAC, JACKSON (157-512)
ERNEST BUCHANAN PARKER

:>abject is a knovri member o£ theof America Ku Klux Klan and is closely
the Klan element at Natchez, Hiss.

United Klans
associated with

PARKER has U3N Reserve SN 2307480 and is describedas follows:

White
Male
May 4, 1930
Natchez, Miss.
5*10”

Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes Brown

Gray

FIELD OFFICE

LEADU

record and set*»»*» PARKER'sforth all background information.
• . ^*have received

Will determine whether PARKER is knowntraining in the use of explosives. to

2-Washington Field Office2-Jackson(157-512)
OUT:ish
(4)Ihr • r

k
i

* ..

i
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dntft October 26. 19641

MYRON WAYNE SEALE was interviewed in the office
of the Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol, Jackson, Mississippi 0

At the outset of the interview SEALE was advised by SA COLLINS
that he did not have to make any statement, and that any state-
ment he did make could be used against him in a court of law 0

He was advised that he had the right to consult an attorney

before making any statement,.
MYRON WAYNE SEALE advised that he is much better
JACK1® SEALEo He stated that he was born on September# eknown as

4, 1926, Brookhaven * Mississippi„ He stated he completed the
eleventh grade in high school at Meadville, Mississippi, and

stated he married DELORES MAE DEINES in Portland, Oregon, on

March 1
-

1947 o He stated that he has the following children?

PAMELA MAE SEALE„ age 16
TERRY LOU SEALE, age 13
JACK HENRY SEALE, age 9

SEALE stated that since February, 1963 he and his
family have resided at 172 Booker Street, Natchez, Mississippi,
with telephone number 21429» SEALE stated that he bought
this dwelling with $800 downpayment, and that he makes a
monthy payment of $100 to the Building and Loan Company,
Natchez, Mississippi,,

SEALE stated that his father is CLYDE SEALE, age
62 His mother is AUDREY MC CALL SEALE, age 59» SEALE has
three brothers; namely?

age 28,JOE EUGENE SEALE, better known as GENE
high school graduate

JAMES FORD SEALFS age 26, did not finish high school

9

n 10/ 2"L/64 ot ackson. Mississippio File #

SA PATRICK J. COLLINS and
- RLC—

e property oK « n# n« foer recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is
ere not to fee distributed outside your agency* V
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CLYDE DON SEALEs age 24, did not finish high school.
SEALE stated that he currently owns and operates

the Sanitation Service Company, a garbage collection firm in
Natchez., Mississippi= SEALE stated that he operates this
business with one truck, a 1958 two ton Chevrolet,
color with a blue cab. SEALE employs one driver, a male
Negro- named FLOYD JOHNSON, SEALE has been in this business
about six years in Natchez, He stated that his income is
between $8 000 and $9,000 per year in this business, SEALE
stated that he charges his customers $1,50 per month for the
garbage pickup service. The pickup is made once a week,
SEALE advised that for two years before going into the
sanitation business he worked in the oil fields in Louisiana
st/rting as a "roustabout” and terminating this career as a
"pumper", SEALE stated his employment prior to the oil
business was in Portland, Oregon, He stated that for seven
years he worked for his fath»t*i#°isv, HENRY DIENES, He
stated D;rN"ES operates a sanitation service in Portland,
Oregon, From 19i8“50 SEALE was in the Merchant Marine as an
oiier sailing out of Portland, Oregon, From October, 1944
to December. 1947 he was in the U,S, Navy, Navy Serial
Number 712707, with the rank of Fireman First Class,

silver in

SEALE advised that before residing at his present
dwelling he resided at 405 '3rookley Street, Natchez Miss,,
for fcur years, Prior to that he resided at Barataria,
Louis!its f:r two years, Whi,.e in Portland, Oregon, he
res ded at ap rcx'mately five different street addresses.
Prior to his entry into the U „S, Navy SEALE resided with
his father In Meadville, Mississippi,

SiAIE further advised that he has been arrested
His first arrest was while he was in the

iand, Oregon
battery on a shore patrolman

f ed in tie brig for *8 days prior to being court martialed ,

twice in his life,
S, Navy a t Pert i

Assault and
be stated he was arrested for

SEALE was incar»
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stated that at his court martial he was found not
guilty. He advised when he was residing in Portland,
Oregon, he was once arrested for speeding and reckless
driving and was fined an unrecalled amount of money „

SEALE stated that his closest associate in
Natchez is ERNEST PARKER. He stated that he considers
ERNES!PARKER to be his best friend and that they hunt
and fish together frequently. He further stated that
he often goes with PARKER in PARKER ” s airplane. He stated
PARKER has a four-seater plane which is white with red
stripes. He stated PARKER is a very cautious pilot.
PARKIER and SEA’E usually fly from Natchez up to "Palmyra”
which SEAIT described as an island on the Mississippi

He stated that this is a 35,000 acre island and
PARKER has

river.
that PARKER owns 25,000 acres of the island,
at least 500 head of cattle on this island and SEALE and
PARKER often fly up to the island to take care of these
cattle. He stated Shat sometimes they drive up to the
island or to Taluiah, Mississippi, where they visit friends,
He stated the t FREEST PARKER and his brother LEE PARKER own
a l -̂ rge barge which they can take out to the island. He
stated that list summer while bringing a truck with 26 head
cf cattle from the island to the mainland, the barge tilted,
causing the cattle and the truck to go overboard,
and S!ALE dived in the river and attached a chain to the
triuk on the bottom thereby later dragging the truck out
:f the rive-. SEA,

'£ stated that PARKER has several Jeep
the island which they drive around the island,

star ,a<i that h« barely knows
00IE PARKER.

PARKER

"Scouts" r n

ERNEST PARKERss wife9 MARYHe

ed he is also a very close friend cf Mr.
operates the Culligan Water Softener

SEALE st
AN whe

business in Natchez.
n* .

- IS c * *
fa# <
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SEALE advised that he is also very friendly with
Sheriff ODELL ANDERS ®

school together at a logging camp school many years ago ®

stated that he knows CHARLES EDWARDS very well and that he
has spent a lot of time with CHARLES EDWARDS 0 SEALE is very
friendly with ERNEST FINLEY and stated that both he and FINLEY
manage a Little League baseball team ® SEALE is acquainted
with a DOUGLAS BYRD whom he states he has known well for

DOUGLAS BYRD rents his home from ERNEST
SEALE is well acqviainted with JAMES L 0 McKXNNEY 0

He stated that ANDERS and he went to
He

about six months ®

PARKER ®

SEALE made available the following items which
in his billfold ®were

City Bank & Trust Co ® check dated 10/4/64, for $3 ®00
made payable to JACK SEALE and signed Mrs ®

WRIGHT®

funds’* o

1 ® 9

JAMES E„

This check was returned marked "insufficient

Social Security Card for MYRON W. SEALEs Box 422»
B&rateria < Louisiana, #427-38-1418.

2,

Mississippi Dept. of Public Safety, Driver
• icer.se Division receipt #0123963, for one year renewal
of commercial license.
Name - MYRON WAYNE SEALE
Address
License No. * "lost"
Total Fee - $4.75
Date - 9/28/6+

3. St e ofJt

1‘2 Bocker Rd.

.siness cards of M. W. "JACK'* SEALEs Sanitary Service,
Phene 2-1H29, 4C J Brooklyn Drive, Natchez, Miss.

4 *

£< +

5. cf Mississippi Dept, of Public Safety, Driver
Division receipt #E173192 for duplicate license

- MYRON WAYNE SEALE
172 Scoker Rd.

Lost" I t>.

State
license
Name
Address -
license No
Total Fee
Date - 9/ 28/64

I.

r 5#1 O 4L J

A -
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,,f eiffi ippi con®ercial license #106679MYRON W. SEALE, 172 Booker Rd., Natchez,,Born -9/4/26
Race -White
Sex -Male
Eyes -Blue
Hair -Brown
Weight -190
Height “5 "10"
Expires -9/30/65

6.
for

7 c Membership Card Northeast Louisiana Restaurant Club
issued to Mo W 0 (JACK) SEALE as a non-voting member
of this clubc

Membership Card National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, Natchez Morgantown PTA, dated 10/6/64o

8o

SEALE advised that he knew the following individuals
since they were customers of his sanitation service;

ALTON ROBERTS
MARTIN GREER
ERNEST AVANTS

SEALE denied being involved in the shooting of the
C0F0 workers 5 car near Fayette, Mississippi, on November 2,
1963, When asked where he was around 11;00 am, on that
date he stated that he did not remember » He advised that he
had previously cold an FBI Agent where he was on that date *
SA WOLF told him that he had previously told SA CLARENCE G,
PROSPERE that he was home on that morning until 12;00 noon,
SEALE then stated that whatever he told SA PR0SPERE was
apparently where he was at chat time.

SEALE said he was against the bombings that had
been occurring in Mississippi and that he is against racial
violence. He said that he has been active in the Americans
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6. State of Mississippi
MYRON Wo SEALEsBorn -9/4/26
Race -White
Sex -Male
Eyes -BlueHair -Brown
Weight -190
Height -5°10"
Expires -9/30/65

commercial license #106679172 Booker Rd., for
Natchez.

7 « Membership Card Northeast Louisiana Restaurant Club
issued to Mo W.(JACK) SEALE as a non-voting member
of this club.
Membership Card National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, Natchez Morgantown PTA, dated 10/6/64.

SEALE advised that he knew the following individuals
since they were customers of his sanitation service?

8.

ALTON ROBERTS
MARTIN OREER
ERNEST AVANTS

SEALE denied being involved in the shooting of the
Fayette, Mississippi, on November 2,

When asked where he was around 11?00 a.m. on that
He advised that he

5C0F0 workers
1963.
date he stated that he did not remember,

had previously told an FBI Agent where he was on that date.
SA WOLF told him that he had previously told oA CLAKEN •

PROSPER!that he was home on that morning until 12
SEAL!then stated that whatever he told S^PROSPERE

car near

apparently where he was at that time.
SEALE said he was against the bombings that had

r ^en occurring in Mississippi and that he is against racial
said that he has been active in the Americansviolence. Re
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consider this group to be a front for the Ku Klux Klan(KKK)
but that it is not0

SEALE denied being a Klan member and having
knowledge of Klan activities0

attended a public meeting of the Klan last
held at the park in Natchez and at which meeting ROBERT SHELTON
and two preachers were the speakerse

any
He however stated that he had

summer* which was

SEALE stated that the local AFWR organization covers
all of Adams County and that the chairman was a Mr „

He stated that most of the members have now dropped out as they
He said that AFWR

TEMPLEo

are afraid of being labeled as Klansmen ®

worked hard towards the election of Sheriff ANDERS and that he
ot the Sheriff elected0believes their work

SEALE was questioned about the bombing of Mayor

JOHN NOSSER's home about a month ago and he said he thinks
He said that he had heard that the mayor

He stated that he
that the whites

"niggers done it"o

had a falling out with the local Negroes.
,

believed the Mayor was in a bad position in
called him a "nigger lover" and the Negroes called him a
"nigger hater". He stated that the mayor had done a few
things that got people mad at him. He said the mayor had
changed the tax assessment method which resulted in increases

for most people while he had an $85,000 reduction on his
He stated the mayor also had the parking meterown property,

around his stores removed.
SEALE stated that the bombings and racial violence

that had occurred around Natchez could have been stopped rig)

&t the start. He said that the Natchez Police Department an
the Adams County Sheriff " s Office did not do anything to stc

the violence and apparently condoned it. He said that it tt
had taken action at the start of the violence it would not \

continued.
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SEALE admitted that he had three guns at his home.
He said one was a .30 caliber r if le he obtained through the
National Rifle Associat ion. He said he had buil t the stock
up and mounted a scope on this r if le. He said one was a . 30
caliber carbine he had obtained from a friend of his in the

pump shotgun heU , S. Navy. The third gun he stated was a
had purchased from Sears and Roebuck .

" ,'jfe
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date October 25 1964

JAMES KENNETH GREER, Route 4, Box 101, Fenwick, Mississippi,
v interviewed while in custody of the Mississippi Highway Safety
atrol(MHSP) in the presence of SAM IVEY, Identification Officer

for the MHSP, in a continuation of the interview conducted by
SA EDWARD Re PUTZ. GREER advised that he desired to furnish informa-
tion pertaining to the organization and members of the various
Ku Klux Klan(KKK) groups operating in Adams County, Mississippi.

GREER stated that to his knowledge there are three
- organizations presently operating in Adams County; one
organization being the White Knights of the KKK of Mississippi of
which he is an active member; the Urtited KKK and the National KKK.
GREER stated that in about June of 1964 the Mississippi KKK was
broken into three different Klaverns within Adams County and sdt
up basically in the form of districts as to residence. He advised
that in June of 1964 ERNEST HENRY AVANTS, who was a member of the
Mississippi KKK and an active member of the Americans for the
Preservation of the White Race(APWR), took it upon himself to

start a feud within the various Klaverns of the Mississippi KKK.
He states that at that time AVANTS was dissatisfied inasmuch as
certain members of the organization were failing to pay dues and
were creating an ill feeling among other members of the KKK,
became intoxicated one night and at about 3*00 a.m. in the morning

went to the Klavem headquarters located on Morgantown Road,
Natchez, Mississippi, and shot the lock off the klavem head-
quarters door with a .44’ pistol and sprayed numerous bullets
throughout the headquarters. He stated that this extremely upset

the Klavem and that some of the members of the Mississippi Klan
left this Klavem and joined the United KKK which is under the
leadership in Natchez of ED MC DANIEL.

f)
1092 457-1093 JJackson, Mississippi10-22-64 at File #On

SA TIMOTHY M. CASEY t RLCb y

o. lunt ^Jo^cni r or conclusions ot FBI » It t§contain*
* sX tJ -n *n«v**te arm *vof to D* dtofrUwtoit ou your OQtncy

rm

r-
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He stated that the following individuals
dissatisfied, and were dissatisfied because the Mississippi KKK
did not advocate forms of violence and as such,
KKK.
are extremely strong segregationists %

were

joined the United
GREER states that these individuals advocate violence and

ERNEST FINLEY
FRANK S. GASTON
CHARLES L. JAMES
JEFF LUKE
CECIL ROBERTS

PAUL L, FOSTER
NELSON HANEY
TOMMY L* JONES
ED MC DANIEL
MYRON WAYNE SEALE/ »

He stated that he believes the United Klan Klavem in
Adams County consists of less than 100 members; however, the only
known active members in the Klavem to him are those mentioned
above. GREER stated that he was one of the original members of
the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi which commenced
organizing in about December, 1963, in Adams County. Re .stated that
at this time possibly numerous members of his organization were

former members of the National KKK of Louisiana, and that -a large

group decided to withdraw from the National group and form their
He stated thatown organization within the State of Mississippi,

in February of 1964 the KKK of Mississippi was drawn up and
recruiting commenced. He stated that it was established that there

would be three Klavems within Adams County and an Exalted Cyclops

and nine officers would be appointed for each Klavem.
t hat due to the action of AVANTS in shooting up the Klavem head-
quarters, he stated that he believes that at the present time ther

are only two active Klavems remaining in Adams County and that

the membership is less than 100 persons, and that their meetings

re no longer held in any one location but at the homes of various

iividual members. He stated that at the time AVANTS shot up

ttu Klavem headquarters the group was meeting at a block house

n Morgantown Road in Natchez. However, to his knowledge, the

a /em has not met at this headquarters since that time,

stared that this property on which the Klavem headquarters was

located was either leased or owned by NELSON HANEY.

He stated

He
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JN 157-1092
JN 157-1093
3

GREER advised that the following individuals are either
‘ "ent'

.
or former members of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klanor Mississippis

ERNEST He AVANTS, former member

JOHN WILLIAM BARBER, active member

J. Wc B1RCHFIELD, former member, but left Klan when he obtained
position as Constable

JOHN BOSTICK, active member

(First Names Unknown)BRITT, two brothers who were active members
at one time but both believed inactive at present time

DOUGLAS BYRD, active member

former active member who now may be member of"PEANUT" CARNELL
United Klan

$

former memberj no longer affiliated with organiza^REGINALD CARTER,
tion

longer affiliated with organizaticCALVIN CLARK, former member; no

D. CRAWFORD, former member who left organization shortly after
joining to take Constable position .

• •• -

(First Name Unknown) DE MARCO, active member

m D. DRUETTA, former member who severed his affiliation with 1

organization

CLAUDE FULLER, active member

ED FULLER, active member

N :Y HANEY, former member, not known to be active at present



* w 157- 1092
IN 157- 1093

• >*

"' 1 0 HERNANDEZ,
er two months

M , Ltf HOUSE, active member

JOE LOUIS
with the

former member who terminated his membership

rmer member , not known to beorganization

ALLEN MC CALLISTER,
present time

* presently affiliated

former member , not known to be active at

MARI IN MC KINNEY, former member , known to be out of Klan attime present

JAMES L , MC KINNEY active member % 4I

CHARLES MARSHAL,
time

former member , not known to be active at present

%

HENRY L, MOORE , active member; however, due to his employment has
t e v t r been able to attend any of t h e K K K meetings

i
A EY MOORE , former member who has left the Natchez

*- ; ' rsr Name Unknown ) MURRAY, former member who is no longer member
to his employment as a member of the Natchez Police Department

area

i

R , L,

two meetings of the Klavern
PARKER I I I , former member , no longer active and only appearec

ERNEST B BARKER, former member and no longer active; however , may
be a member of the United Klan as he is a close associate

of MYRON WAYNE SEALE. f

former member who may be associated with the UnitedfOE PEOPLES .

former member who is a brother of CECIL ROBERTSROBERTS,

d\

1
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IN 157-1092
IN 157-1093

R RANKIN,
Sheriff,

former member;Adams County
no longer affiliated, who is a Deputy

o Nr. \SEALE, former member andassociated with a Klavern i
may still be member; however, possibly

in Meadville, Mississippi
I

k -HE STROUD A.oIne 3: member who 1e11
JG N ..itchez Police Department

membership- due to his positions>

T0 TORGERSEN, former member who
the United Klan

»

may have associated himself with

JIMMY WHITE, former member

< WISNER. former member

1 WOOD, may presently be an active member

•>

j

»

• RE.ER stated that both the sons of Mayor JOHN NOSSER
he has noe terr ier members of the Mississippi KKK; however,

i t dee of Favor NOSSER ever associating with this Klan.

iv
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Dn>A October 2j, 1964

Sheriff ODELL ANLERS Adams County, Mississippi,
was interviewed at the County Jail at N'atchez(^̂ ^̂ B^Bthat he very recently obtained information from a member of
the Klan and that he has promised this person "immunity11.
He stated that as far as he knows this Klansman was not

He advised

actually involved in beatings and shootings in the Natchez
area, but certain of those persons who are responsible for
these acts have admitted to him that they were involved.
He stated that there is no way of proving this since the
only persons who have knowledge of the acts are the persons
themselves. He also added that the victims of the assaults
could not identify those involved since in some cases the
persons wore hoods.

He stated that his source told him that a Negro,
ARCHIE CURTIS # was severely whipped with a "bull whip" about
May, 1964, He identified CURTIS as a Negro undertaker from
Natchez, According to his source, this was committed by
ERNEST FINLEY* ERNEST PARKER and JACK SEALE0s>

In addition to the above* he stated that the same
persons were responsible for the bombing of the Mayor0 s
house on September 25, 19640

He explained that his source told him that ED
MCDAKAEL, former head of the Natchez Klan was on the political
side of the Chief of Police of Natchez in opposition to Mayor
NTOSSER* After Mayor NOSSER9s two sons, JOE and GEOROE NOSSER
were taken into- the Klan it brought about a split in the Klan,
in chat many members were opposed to their being accepted,

, EARNESTThis opposition group included
>. v F, <ind others believed responsible for the violence in the

He else stated that at the time of the bombing ofjtea

JN 157-1092
31057- 1093

> n 10/20/6*- N tchez, Mississippi File #.at

I SEASCr.L
Date dict<|tedwJJLL

SA 808IN 0 EN .md lO / liStto
the property of the F»*TW loonfrd 40 your agency
« 1^7f i r-— 1

; v . . *Y> e^ f conic a* neither itcommendotions nor conciutione of the FBI. It I*
-4 oceteote ore not to be distributed out* >de your agency .

•t

V



f Mayor NCSSER s house, ED MeDANIEL was in the policea block away with the Chief of Police ,

car about

leallets around Natchez accusing the Chief of Police of livingwith Negro women and other immoral acts. The Mayor and thethief of Police have been strong political enemies since thelast election. He explained that Mayor NOSSER was attemptingto abolish Civil Service within the police department.
With respect to other acts of violence he stated

that sometime last year, a car operated by "civil rights
workers" was fired into at Fayette, Mississippi. He stated
that according to his source, the shooting was done by JACK
and JAMES SEALE with, a .38 caliber pistol. He stated that
JAMES SEALS has kept this pistol hidden until recent weeks
and at the present time is carrying this pistol. He stated
that the gun ecuid also possibly be at his home. According
tc Sheriff ANDERS, JAMES SEALE presently lives in Franklin
County, Mississippi.

With respect to the dynamiting of the "Blue Flame"
Mississippi, approximately three months ago, his

identified JAKES SEALE and others as being responsible.
at Pude
source

9

JACK SEALE sometime during 1963,
1odge ha11 in Natchez.

He said that
attempted to burn a church and a
He 1. s no details at this time concerning this act.

• e stated he would obtain more details and make same
available at a later date.

Sheritf ANDERS stated that he has no knowledge
-hatsoever tĥ.t any cf the above group or any others in
the Na ? hez area have killed any Negroes, as a result of the
ratia. situation.
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I11/27/64Date: I
I

* ransinlt the following in

Via _ Airtel

i
1( Type in plain text or code )
I
I

( P r i o r i t y ) I
.L 1I

SAC, NEW ORLEANS

SAC, JACKSON

TO?

(157̂ 4)'FROM?

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS

SUBJECT:

During the course of investigation at Natchez in
regard to Klan activities membership, bombings, burnings, etc
the following named persons were developed who have or are
believed to have affiliations with the Klan and its activities.
157 classification cases have been opened in the Jackson
Division on these individuals.

o 9

New Orleans is requested to check indices on these per=
sons and either summarize any information located, or, if cir=
cumstances so indicate, forward the file in which the indivi=
duals' name appears to the Jackson Division.

BUFORD ASHLEY, white male, residence Meadville,
Mississippi, JN 157=957.

ERNEST HENRY AVANTS, white male, Date of birth 1/23/31
Lincoln County, Mississippi, JN 157=958.

BILLY BUCKLES, white male, residence Oldenberg Road,
Meadville, Mississippi, Jn 157=945

DOUGLAS A. BYRD, white male, residence Natchez,
Mississippi, JN 157-14
2 - New Opleans (RM)
1 - Jackson (157-630CUVlaj'̂/1^4See Of!

/ —.//

*r)•

h

/
A;ti f&nta Sent M Pet

*



Rf ' N01JD P. CARTER, white male, employed Sel=Rite Gro=

North Fire Street, Natchez, Mississippi, JN 157=293.
CHARLES MARCUS EDWARDS, white male, date of birth

17/33, Meadville, Mississippi, JN 157-1043.
JA.MAR FELTERS, white male, approximately 30, residence

Mississippi, JN 157=1040.Roxie

ERNEST ROBERT FINLEY, white male, date of birth 3/9/25
JN 157=787.

9

Clayton, Lotsisiama,

PAUL L, FOSTER, white male, late 30’s, residence 3701

Ridgewood, Natchez, Mississippi, occupation, bookkeeper Inter-
national Fapetr Company, Natchez, Mississippi, JN 157=2.4.

CLAUDE W. FULLER, white male, date of birth 9/6/22,

Raymond, Mississippi, JN 157=796.
JAMES K. GREER, white male, date of birth 12/30/32,

Natchez, Mississippi, JN 157=404.
approximate age 42, wifeCHARLES E. JAMES, white male

DOROTHY, residence 3812 Edgewood Road, Natchez, Mississippi,
l 157=879. I

EDWIN "TINY" LEWIS, white male, date of birth 12/15/15

Mississippi, JN 157=606.
EDWARD LENOX MeDANIEL, white male, date of birth 9/12/

Natchez, Mississippi, JN 157=486.
MARV > LY McKINNEY, white male, date of birth 9/11/

JN 157-986.
LALE McLEMLKJE, white male, residence Meadville, Missi

•

K . RJE J. NOSSER, white male, residence 504 South Uni

Mississippi, JN 157=1522.
J, NOSSER, white male, residence 13 Brentwood

chez -vlsaissi

S

Learned *

W £ 11 rg, Mississippi,

Lane. Ha JN 157-1497.f - PP1 »

RKER, white male* approximately 45* *es1
Mississippi, JN 157-512.

8
;

£
•zi

astii
*

d̂,



ROPsRT LEE PARKER, III, white male, approximately 45,
' Route 1, Tallulah, Louisiana, JN 157=690

ARCHIE PRATHER, white male, approximately 68
- uts 2, Meadville, Mississippi, JN 157-1038.

F, J. RATCLIFF, white male, employed Armstrong Tire
L:«p«ny, Natchez, Mississippi, JN 157=1451.

L. P, RUSHING, white male, residence Pine Ridge Road.
Mississippi, JN 157-892.
CLYDE SEALE, white male, approximate age 62, residence

Mississippi, JN 157-951.
CLYDE DONAID SEALE, white male, approximate age 24„

. ider e Route 2, M̂ adville, Mississippi, JN 157=961.
WILLARD EUGENE SEALE, white male

MeadvIIIef Mississippi, JN 157=949.
MIRON WAYNE "JACK” SEALE, white male, date of birth

R/e/26, Brookhaven, Mississlf-pij, JN 157=815.
JAMES FORD SEALE, white male, age 26, residence Roaste

1, Meadville. Mississippi, JN 157=950.
DENNIS (MNDf) SMITH, white male, age 30 to 32, Route 2

Ne*dvllie, Mississippi, JN 157=1039.

resident e5>

Katchez9

Rente 29 Meadville,

date of birth 9/12/3299

SMITH, white male, approximately 50, wife
Taper Companys Natchez, residence

tchez, Mississippi, JN 157=1446.
JOHN(MM7)

em,. *ed International
c 9, Ns

M FRY,

f- OHit* 3

approximately 30, rest®
nation,carpenter,

LAND TdCRNTON.
i : wo? Ka\ en, Mis » Iss ippi , ocsu

» white male,s v..
s.ute J

CE UFMWvt'I. white male, residence, Meadville,
, painter, JN 157=955.
white male, age 27

-u/ xft'C Armstrong Corporation, Natchez,

a v. X

28, Kingston HiWOOD,

ippi JN li?=987.
>
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157-0JN

THOMAS EDGAR YOUNG, white male , date of birth 6 / 28 / 24 ,
Natchez , Mississippi, employed
Mississippi , JN 157-994. Armstrong Corporation , Natchez ,

157-293
157-1043
157-1040
157-787
157-24
157-796
157-404
157-879
157-606
157-486
157-986
157-962
157-1522
157-1497
157-512

1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
I
I
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
M E M O R A N D U M

TO: SAC, JACKSON (157-63)
u/(TM'i SA SAMUEL N, JENNINGS

DATE: 9/15/64

f
WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS

FOIA(b)7 - (D)Informant:
Date of Report:
Date of Activity:

9/3/64
September, 1963
9/3/64
9/3/64Date Received:

Location of Original
Information: F0IA(b)7 - (D)

The informant advised by oral report to SAs CLARENCE G.

PROSPERS and FRANK FORD that he had joined the Ku Klux Klan(KKK)a
Brookhaven, Miss., about a year ago and had been sworn in by
"SHORTY” BREELAND and EDDIE MC DANIEL, both of Natchez, Miss.
He said BREELAND is now out of the Klan. Informant stated that
he was sworn into the Klan when it was known as the Original
Knights of the KKK which is a Louisiana organization headed
by ROYAL V.. YOUNG who was the Imperial Wizard. Informant

162 Jackson
(2 - New Orleans)(Information)
(1 - 157-52)(KKK, Copiah County)
(1 * 157-343)(KKK, Lauderdale County)
(1 - 157-253)(KKK, LeFlore County)
(1 - 157-572)(KKK, Wilkinson County)
(1 - 157-353)(KKK, Pike County)
(1 - 44-1)(MTRIIRN1

F0IA(b)7 - (D)
(I - 13/-5(14)(KKK Activity, Lincoln County)
(7 - 157-new)(KKK Klaverns, Lincoln County)
(1 - 157-14)(Original Knights of KKK of La,

(continued
SNJ:elw
(162)

on next page) SEARCHED • INDEXED
SERIALIZED .^ - FILED ~Jp

SEPT. 15, 1964
FBI - JACKSON

V
/ ••
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(2 - 157-new)(ROYAL V. YOUNG)
(1 - 157-14)(DOUGLAS A. BYRD)
(1 - 157-569)(KKK, Franklin County)
(2 - 157-new)("SHORTY” BREELAND)
(2 - 157-new)(EDDIE MC DANIEL)
(2 - 157-new)(PAUL FOSTER)
(2 - 157-new)(J, M. FOSTER)

)(BERNARD JONES)
)(HORACE JACKSON)
(LOUIS COWART)

(2 - 157-
(2 - 157-

157-new)
(2 - SHELBY BREWER)(157-
(2 - 157-new)(HOUSTON JORDAN)
(2 - 157-new)(A , C, HARRINGTON)(State Recruiter, Ruth, Mis
(2 - 157-new)(SEDGY HARRINGTON)
(2 - 157-new)(Lomax Printing Co., Laurel, Miss.)
(2 - 157-new) (PAUL GRIFFIN, MHSP, Brookhaven, Miss.)
(2 - 157-new)(LLOYD CASE)
(2 - 157-new)(CHARLES SALVEY)
(2 - 157-new) (TINY LEWIS)
(2 - 157-

157-

(2
)

) (BILLY BUCKLES)
) (HOWARD MC LEMORE, Crystal Springs, Miss.)
) (JULIUS HARPER)(Ex-Sheriff, Copiah Co.)
)(GORDON LACKEY, Greenwood, Miss.)

F0IA(b)7 - (D) |
(2 - 157-new) (WOODY MATTHEWS, Utica, Miss.)

) (SAM BOWERS)

(2
(2 - 157-
(2 - 157-

(2 - 157-(2 - 157-new)(MAURICE FLOWERS9 Laurel, Miss.)
(1 - 62-5)(1 - 157-551) '

(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-(2 - 157-

)(TOMMY BROCK, "a Judge," Utica, Miss.)
)((FNU) HENSHAW, Laurel, Miss.)
)((FNU) LAND, Bay Springs, Miss.)
)((FNU) JACKSON, Owner of Butane Co., Crysl
)(CLYDE WENTWORTH, Unit #1, Franklin Count?
)(BERNICE BEASELY, MHSP, Meadville, Miss.)
)(CHARLES MARSHALL, Meadville, Miss.)
)((FNU)(LNU)"TALL MAN',' Pure Oil Station,

Mcadvillfi Miss.)
F0IA(b)7 - (D)

(Continued on next page)
2



JN 157-63

( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-

157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-5 / -2-) ( ERNEST PARKER
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-

) (CLYDE SEALE)
) ( JAMES SEALE)
) ( EUGENE SEALE)

) ( DONALD SEALE)
) (JACK SEALE )
) (DALE MC LEMORE)
) (ERNEST AZANTS )

( 2

) (J.. K , GREER , Fenwick , Miss. )
) ( BUFORD ASHLEY , Meadville)
) ( (FNU) PHELPS , Phelps Cafe , Raleigh , Miss . )
) ( LUTHER HART, Brookhaven , Miss . )
) ( ( FNU) JAMES , Amoco Station on bypass ,

Natchez , Miss.)
) (MARVIN MC KINNY)

) ( BILLY WOODS )
) (CLAUDE FULLER)
) ( APWR , Lincoln County)
) (ALTON ALLRED, Grocery Store , Brookhaven , Miss . )
) (C . C. CLARK, former Postmaster , Ruth, Miss.)
) ( (FNU ) SOMMERS , Brookhaven TV & Appliance Store)
) (( FNU) POSEY , employee of SOMMERS , Brookhaven, Mit
) ("GOOSE" WICHMAN, employee , Telephone Co. ,

Brookhaven)
) (TOBE LEGGETT , Brookhaven)
) (CHARLIE BRANHAM , Brookhaven)
) (SAM BRAMLETT , Texaco Station , Brookhaven )
) (CLYDE SMITH)
) (CURTIS SMITH)
) (SHELBY BREWER)
) ( (FNU ) ( LNU) , Manager of either Shainberg Store

or Dollar Store , Brookhaven , Miss . )
) (CECIL CROSS , Brookhaven)
) ( LEE STAMP , Brookhaven )
) (Heights Retreat Unit , KKK , Brookhaven , Miss . )
) ( ( FNU) (LNU) , Operator of Ford Tractor Place ,

Brookhaven)
) ( BILLY MACK DONALD)

( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157 -
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-

3



JN 157-63

stated that in 1963 DOUGLAS A. BYRD was the Grand Dragon

of the Original Knights of the KKK in the State of

Mississippi.
the Klan he learned that the Klan was in need of some place

hold their meetings and finally located a place which was

the old Standard Oil place, Brookhaven, Mississippi, which
building was recently burned.

Informant stated that when he was sworn into the

Klan the following persons were members at Brookhaven, Miss.,
and vicinity:

Informant stated that after being sworn into

to

PAUL FOSTER, his brother, J. M, FOSTER
BERNARD JONES, who was forced out of the Klan

a little less than a year ago

HORACE JACKSON
LOUIS COWART
SHELBY BREWER
HOUSTON JORDAN
A C HARRINGTON, who is presently State Recruiter

for the Klan and resides at
Ruth, Mississippi

SEDGY HARRINGTON, who is the brother of
A. C. HARRINGTON

Informant advised that he wrote the first paper

that was distributed by the Klan in Lincoln County, Miss,

and this paper was printed by the Lomax Printing Company,

Laurel, Miss. The purpose of this paper was to get people

together and get them out to vote.

The informant advised that the Lincoln County

Klan Organization grew larger and a man named ERNEST S,
GILBERT was made the Exaulted Cyclops of this group.
Klan Organization at Lincoln County rented the Moose Lodge

for the charter meeting and the Lincoln County Unit and the

Franklin County Unit of the Klan were chartered on the same
day at the same ceremony at Brookhaven, Miss., on 2/2/64.

The

4



JN 157-63

The informant said that as n result of the above
p;oei' being distributed by the Klen in Lincoln County
there was a large recruitment and over 100 individuals came
to join the Klan in Lincoln County. It took over four hours
to swear these individuals in. Shortly after Chat the
Lincoln County group had over 200 members. About this time
it was realized by the Kirn leadership that something was
wrong with the $10 initiation fee as it could not be
determined what happened to all of this money. It was
proposed after this mix -up on the money that the Klan groun
be broken drum into smaller units but DOUGLAS A. BYRD advised
that this could not he done since each recruiter got $4 out
of each $ 10 initiation fee and the remaining $6 went to the
State Klan Headqurrters. The informant said after the
charter was obtained in Lincoln County the local group
retained $5 of the $10 initiation fee and the other $5 was
sent to the State Headquarters. The informant
the charter was obtained the recruiter of the unit received
no money from initiation fees.

id after

recalled that DOUGLAS A , BYRD.The informant
each tine he attended a meeting in Lincoln County, was always
desperately in need of money. The informant learned that BYRD
was supposed to turn in each $6 he received to YOUNG ,

informant said the initial forming of the units of the Klan
in Lincoln County resulted in DOUGLAS A , BYRD having
make the robes for the members and she charged $10 for each
robe. The Klan members complained that the robes did not

The

womanrt

actually cost $10 for material and workmanshln.

The informant advised that one LOUIS COWAFT was
elected investigator of the original Lincoln County group.
COWART w« s later made a state investigator by DOUGLAS A. BYRD.

Informant advised that after the Lincoln County
grouo was formed he heard through DOUGLAS A. BYRD th? t ROYAL V.

5



JN 157-63

YOUNG of Louisiana was coining to Natchez and BYRD wanted

ERNEST GILBERT to meet him in Natchez,

that the purpose of this Natchez meeting was so that BYRD

could pull away from the original Knights of the KKK of

Louisiana which was headed by YOUNG and set up his own

Klan group in Mi;

The informant learned

The informant said he learnedissippi.
BYRD wanted to do this was because he coulds s

that one reason
not get YOUNG to account for the money which BYRD had given

The informant learned th*t the following people were
him,

at the meeting at Natchez.

PAUL GRIFFIN, Mississippi Highway Patrol,
Brookhaven, Mississippi

ERNEST GILBERT, Brookhaven, Miss.
LI.OYD CASE, Brookhaven, Miss.
HOUSTON JORDAN, Brookh'ven
CHARLES SALVEY, Brookhaven

The informant said thot the above group of individua

mc-t DOUGLAS BYRD at the Bar-B-Q Pit on Highway 61 North which

is operated by TINY LEWIS, who is also a Klan member.

BYRD. YOUft and the others arrived at the Bar-B-Q Pit they

vent to the old VFW Building located next to Sarah's Place

which is on the Liberty Road and a meeting was held there.

After

The informant learned that at this meeting YOUNG
and BYRD fussed back and forth at each other and then YOUNG
fin.- ily stood up and began preaching. After YOUNG did this,

ERNEST GILBERT got up and told YOUNG to sit down and that
the entire group could go to hell as far as he was concerned
if this was the way that the Klan operated. GILBERT also

told those present that the Lincoln County group did not

need the Klan. YOUNG advised those present that the Klan
could not be operated this way according to the constitution.
YOUNG insisted that the Lincoln County group should have a

constitution. GILBERT then told YOUNG that if YOUNG could
not sneak in a logical manner that the meeting was adjourned
GILBERT told YOUNG as he was leaving that he, YOUNG, should
not return to Mississippi and YOUNG left the meeting.

6
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JN 157-63

BYRD did not enter into the above discussion at
The informant gathered that impression after this

DOUGLAS A.
any time.
meeting was over that BYRD was attempting to cover up what
he had been doing with the Klan money which had been given
to him for membership fees and for robes,
explain to GILBERT and the others that this meeting at
Natchez had been held to try and get YOUNG to account for the
money which had been given to him.

BYRD tried to

The informant said that the above group viho had
attended the Natchez meeting returned to the Bar-B-Q Pit
and there was a discussion about writing a new constitution
for the White Knights of the KKK of Mississippi. The informant
learned that DOUGLAS A. BYRD, TINY LEWIS and ERNEST GILBERT
had gathered at GILBERT'S home and written a new constitution
for the Klan organization.
this meeting where the constitution was written that he was
getting out of the Klan.

GILBERT allegedly told BYRD at

The informant advised that at a later meeting BYRD
came to Brookhaven, Miss., and invited GILBERT to attend this
meeting although GILBERT had previously told BYRD he was
getting out of the Klan. GILBERT did go to this meeting
but nothing was accomplished there as there was no organization
to the meeting. BYRD explained at this meeting about the idea
of withdrawing from the Original Knights of the KKK of Louisiana
and setting up the White Knights of the KKK of Mississippi.
The informant learned that representatives from Wilkinson
County and Pike County were in attendance at this meeting
in Brookhaven, Mississippi, and these two county groups
wanted to stay in the Original Knights of the KKK of Louisiana.

The informant learned that a second meeting was
held in Brookhaven, Miss., in less than a month and ERNEST
GiLBERT was elected head of the White Knights of the KKK,
State of Mississippi.
The following individuals
head of the Klan.

DOUGLAS A. BYRD was voted out of office,
were instrumental in electing GILBERT

7
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BILLY BUCKLES
HOWARD MC LEMORE, Crystal Springs, Miss.
DALE MC LEMORE, Franklin County,
JULIUS HARPER, ex-sheriff, Copiah County, Miss.,

presently operator of the J and F
Grill,

GORDON LACKEY, Greenwood,

Miss.

Crystal Springs, Mississippi
Miss.

The informant pointed out that JULIUS HARPER, the
ex-sheriff of Copiah County, and ERNEST GILBERT were instrumental
in saving the life of WAITES MC NEIL of Smith County whom
the Klan believes is an informant for the FBI.

Informant said that at a meeting of the White
Knights of the KKK a committee was appointed to write a
constitution and this committee was headed by ERNEST GILBERT
and was comprised of JULIUS HARPER, HOWARD MC LEMORE, both
of Crystal Springs, Miss., GORDON LACKEY of Greenwood, Miss.,
BILLY BUCKLES and WOODY MATTHEWSe The informant said that
WOODY MATTHEWS is a cousin of Congressman JOHN BELL WILLIAMS
of Mississippi and MATTHEWS resides at Utica, Miss. MATTHEWS
acts as a moderator at all large Klan meetings,
said DOUGLAS A. BYRD was asked to serve on the committee to
write the constitution but he refused to serve. The constitution
was written by the above committee and was accepted at
Brookhaven, Miss., on 2/2/64 at a state meeting.

Informant

The informant learned that prior to the above
Brookhaven, Miss., meeting on 2/2/64, DOUGLAS A , BYRD had
written a constitution on his own which he presented to the
Natchez, Miss., group of the Klan with the idea of getting
the entire state to go along with him (BYRD). The Kirn grouo
at Natchez was not named at that time and BYRD's meeting
was held about two weeks before the Brookhaven meeting.
SAM BOWERS from Laurel, Miss., went to the meeting rt
Natchez, Miss., and BYRD indicated to the Natchez group
he wanted to throw GILBERT out of the Klan since his wife
was legedly a Catholic. The informant said he knows5 X

8
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GILBERT'S wife is not a Catholic and she is from Laurel,
Miss., originally,
a Klan member from Laurel, Miss., had got up and refuted
BYRD's statement about GILBERT’S wife being a Catholic and
after that the Natchez meeting broke up.

Informant learned that one MAURICE FLOWERS,

The informant said that two weeks after this
Natchez meeting was held there was a big state meeting held
at Brookhaven, Miss., in the old Sinclair Building and

'SHORTY"BREELAND of Natchez, Miss., was present and told
those at the meeting that the Natchez group had informed
DOUGLAS BYRD that he should get out of the Klan and that they
wanted ERNEST GILBERT to head up the White Knights of the KKK
of Mississippi and pull the state together. Informant learned
that the following persons were elected at this meeting at
Brookhaven, Miss.:

SAM BOWERS, Imperial Wizard
JULIUS HARPER, Grand Dragon, a position which he

still holds
BILLY BUCKLES, Grand Giant and State Secretary
PAUL FOSTER, State Chaplin, who has since resigned

and was sworn out of the Klan by
ERNEST GILBERT,

ERNEST S. GILBERT, State Investigator

Four Bursars were elected. The head State Bursar
for Mississippi is TOMMY BROCK, a "Judge" at Utica, Miss.
The Second Bursar is a man named HENSHAW of Laurel, Miss.,
who lives on Highway 84 East. The Third Bursar is an individual
by the name of LAND who resides at Bay Springs, Miss., but
who subsequently resigned his position. The Fourth Bursar
was from Greenwood, Miss., but informant did not recall his

Informant said that during this transition period when
the above meetings were held at Natchez and Brookhaven,

DOUGLAS BYRD was not elected to any office, however,
BYRD acted as a sort of assistant to ERNEST GILBERT for
several months prior to 2/1/64.

name.

Miss.,

9
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Informant stated that after the
next state meeting of the Klan was held at Natchez,
and the above-mentioned officers were in charge and
still in charge of the Klan in Mississippi.

above meeting the
Miss.,
are

The informant said the next meeting following the
one at Natchez was held at Raleigh, Miss., about June, 1964,
and the next state-wide meeting after that, which was the
last state-wide meeting, was held at Crystal Springs, Miss.,
at an individual named JACKSON's place just outside of
Crystal Springs, Miss. The informant could not recall
JACKSON's first name but stated JACKSON operates a Butane
Gas Company in Crystal Springs. The informant said he
does not recall seeing GILBERT at the last Klan meeting
in Crystal Springs.

The informant stated that the election of any officers
in the Klan is scheduled between 9/15/64 and 11/15/64 and
that BILLY BUCKLES, who lives on the Oldenberg Road out of
Meadville, Miss., is coordinating the election. Each unit
will vote for the officers they want which will then be
reported through the provinces to headouorters. The new
officers of the Klan will be elected to serve for four
years in Mississippi.

The informant said that all Klansmen in Mississippi
were forbidden to carry guns, pencils, lighters or just about
anything else into a state Klan meeting. He said the scate
meetings are set up so they have snipers stationed in trees
surrounding the area of the meeting, as well as armed guards
patrolling on foot, horseback and in automobiles. In addition
to this, he said they had an airplane flying overhead when
the meeting was held at Raleigh, Miss. The informant learned
that the Klan is now attempting to train dogs to use as
guards around the state meet and also the local headquarters
of the various Klan units.

The informant said that during August, 1964, CLYDE
WENTWORTH, who is a painter and also Exaulted Cyclops of

10
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Unit Number 1, Franklin County, Mississippi, had access to an
entire list of this unit of the Klan and this List had been
observed by Patrolman BERNICE BEASELY of the Mississippi
Highway Patrol stationed at Meadville, Miss, BEASELY allegedly
observed this list while he was at Jackson, Mississippi.

The informant pointed out that at one time about
80% of the Mississippi Highway Patrolmen were allegedly in
the Klan. However, they have been sworn out. Informant
said, however, that many highway patrolmen still pass on
information to the Klan and act as lookouts for the KLan.
The informant stated BEASELY, who is at Meadville, Miss.,
was definitely in the Klan at one time and still passes on
information to the Klan members at Meadville. The informant
learned that an individual referred to as "TALL MAN" at
the Pure Oil Station, Meadville, Miss., has been talking about
one CHARLES MARSHALL, who resides near Meadville, Miss., and
who takes off from work to attend Klan meetings. MARSHALL
allegedly owes everyone in the county and is driving a
Thunderbird. According to the "TALL MAN',' CHARLES MARSHALL is
the individual who furnishes names of Klan members to BILL
SCARBOROUGH, the Ford dealer at Meadville, Miss. Allegedly,
SCARBOROUGH gives MARSHALL $1,000 a month for information
regarding the Klan. The informant was not able to elaborate
on the above arrangement.

About the only thing the informant could learn
relative to the above was something said by CLYDE SEALE,
father of JAMES, EUGENE, DONALD and JACK SEALE, who lives
on the Bunk ley Road near Meadville, Miss., indicating that
CHARLES MARSHALL had gone to Baton Rouge, La., and purchased
a wedding ring for $3,000 which he later had appraised at
the bank in Meadville.
MARSHALL had lost his job at the International Paper Company,
Natchez, Miss., ,

into the Klan Unit there,
that MARSHALL is

Informant further learned that

and had been to Meridian, Miss., trying to
CLYDE SEALE made the remark

supposed to be engaged to a girl who lives
at Meridian and is using this as an excuse to visit Meridian,
trying to obtain names of KLansmen which he allegedly passes

11
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According to thts informant , the Klanon to BILL SCARBOROUGH ,

group which CLYDE SEALE belongs to has voted to whip

SCARBOROUGH ,
and/or some of the members of the two Klan units at
Meadville ,
above information regarding MARSHALL is true .

The informant emphasized that CLYDE SEALE

Miss . , may do away with CHARLES MARSHAL!, if the

Informant is of the opinion that a young highway
patrolman or SAM BOWERS , both of Laurel , M i s s . , were the
individuals who bombed the newspaper there several months ago .
SAM BOWERS has refused to discuss this newspaoer bombing with
other members of the Klan .

The informant could not learn any information
regarding the murder of the two Negroes , MOORE and DEE,
whose bodies were found a few months ago in the Mississippi
River north of Natchez , Miss . The informant was then advised
that BILLY BUCKLES was known to have made the statement that
DEE was a victim of circumstances and had to be done away
with. Informant then stated that with this information he
might be able to develop something on the MOORE-DEE killings.
The informant was not acquainted with an explosion in a church
at Brookhaven , Miss , , and knew nothing of an attempted
burning or explosion of any churches in that area.

The informant was not aware of the identity of the
person described as an electrician from Franklin County ,
Miss. , employed at the International Paper Company , Natchez ,
Miss. , who allegedly burned the juke joint of JAKE FRLSHMAN
in Natchez , Mississippi ,

The informant advised th.it he knew the identity of
several individuals who fired a smoke bomb into the house of
KID RUSSELL and they are DALE MC LEMORE , DOUGLAS A. BYRD and
possibly ERNEST AVANTS and JACK SEALE . The informant knew that
DOUGLAS BYRD was drunk after the first attempt to smoke bomb
RUSSELL ’ s house failed and , further , BYRD was the one wtr>
obtained the smoke grenade which was fired into the house

12
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Informant is acquainted with ERNEST PARKER of
Natchez, Miss., who is the individual who distributed Rian
papers by plane at' Brookhaven the first time they were
distributed by plane there and PARKER's plane has been used
by the Klan even though it was not flown by PARKER on other
occasions. Informant knows one J. K, GREER of Fenwick,
Miss., who is a pilot licensed to fly both day and night and
is the only known member of the Klan who is so licensed.
Informant stated that usually GREER rents a plane at the
Natchez Airport when distributing papers for the Klan by
plane.

The informant said that BILLY BUCKLES and DOUGLAS
A. BYRD put out the Klan papers from the plane at Greenwood,
Miss., a few months ago. The informant stated that BUFORD
ASHLEY of Meadville, Miss., also owns an airplane which the
Klan can use but ASHLEY can only fly during the daylight
hours.

Informant said that CLYDE SEALE was responsible
for the distributing of papers in the Meadville area.
Informant recalled that one of these papers merely stated
that names would be colled if things were not changed and
the second paper distributed there actually called names
of particular individuals.

Informant advised that the plane owned by ERNEST
PARKER was the one used to drop Klan papers over Philadelphi
Miss., about the first part of August, 1964.

The informant said the only information he has
regarding a church burning came from an individual named
PHELPS who operates Phelps Cafe at Laurel, Miss,
about 6/1/64 that he knew how a church was burned but the
informant was not aware of which church PHELPS was referrin
to but believed it was near Raleigh, Mississippi. Informan
said PHELPS claimed the church was saturated with gasoline
or kerosene and that a Butane gas line was the line which
subaeouently ignited the gasoline or kerosene.

PHELPS ad'
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The informant said he had no information about any
church burnings in Pike County, Miss., and that all the Pike
County Klan Units are members of the United Klans of America
with the exception of one unit. The informant was not
acquainted with this one Pike County Unit and did not know
the identity of the members.

Informant stated that ERNEST GILBERT had allegedly
received about $4,000 in expense money from the Klan between
1/1/64 and 6/1/64 but that the local investigators
various provinces h&d claimed mileage expense tnd that the
money to pay this was turned in to the state headquarters.
GILBERT allegedly gets the money back from the state
headouai-ters to pay to the local Klan investigators,
little money for GILBERT'S personal use.

in the

leaving

Informant advised that the unit of the Ki.n at
Crystal Springs, Miss., had borrowed money at a Local bank
and had plans to build a building in which to hold their
meetings. All members of the Klan unit supposedly signed
the note with the bank. The informant learned that an
official of the bank made the statement that he hid the
names of all the Klansmen in Crystal Springs as he had
their names on a note at his bank

Informant said there was no special account of
the Klan at any bank but chat the Klan money was handled

a man named HENSHAW who resides on Highway 84 east of
Laurel, Mississippi. The money handled by HENSHAW is
supposed to be put into the personal account of HENSHAW
fhe informant recalled that at the state Klan meeting at
taleigh, Miss.
ihe Klan over to

bv

, HENSHAW was instructed to turn alt money of
Judge" BROCK of Utica, Miss., and to the

ther three Bursars of the State Klan Organization.
1 1

Informant learned that DOUGLAS A. BYRD had made
c* 1 * to ERNEST GILBERT from Natchez, Miss., sometime in
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The* infer runt dvis'id that SHELBY BREWER was
of the Ameir Lc sns for tho Preservetion
(APUR) , Lincoln County , Miss . , but has

s not acquainted with the

formerly the herd
of the White Race
recently resigned ,

officers of the APWR .
The informant x r n

1 * H V

Informant * dvisuJ that ALTON ALLRED , operator of
a grocery store near the Amoco Station , just east of the
Homco Offices in Brookhaven , M5.SsM has a contract to
furnish ell of the ' obes for KLnsmen for the State of
Mississippi . Informant stated ALLRED has certain women
working for him to Ho the sewing on the robes but these
women are not known .

The informant advised that he learned through a
very confidential source that Mr . C . C . CLARK , a prosperous
businessman at Ruth , Miss . , who is the former Postmaster
there , was secretly sworn into the Klan and this information
is known by four people only .

C , HARRINGTON of Ruth ,
uifed Qvelons of f;he Ruth Unit and that

•

i:re St Grand Kleagle. (State Organizer ) ,

rod the opinion that the recent bombing
Miss . , arc being done by the Klan group

The informant
mentioned above , is r member

'u.vevv:: , ho cannot recall his name
SRDGY HARRINGTON , brother of A ,

of the Ruth Unit of the Klnn .

inform *nt advised that A
Miss . , is the E
HARRINGTON Js '

The informant or
incidents McCuiub ,

at Ruth ,
CLARK , Ruth , Mis:: .
Unit of the Kl . ru 1
present time .
is also a member

* 4

i r »

. 1
.v S

id the foreman of C . C .VI -?? c c
« - w s» . o «•b4. t
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at the
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Other members of this some unit are HOUSTONat Brookhaven.
JORDAN, TOBE LEGGETT, CHARLY BRANHAM, SAM BRAMLETT, operator

of a Texaco Service Station, CLYDE SMITH, CURTIS SMITH, who
rnd SHELBY BREWER, who has Klcglemav be out of the Klan now,

Commission and can work anywhere in the state. The informant
said another member of this unit is the manager of either the
Dollar Store or Shainberg Department Store, Brookhaven.
Two other members are CECIL CROSS and LEE STAMP .

The informant said the newest unit of the Lincoln
County Klan is the Heights Retreat Unit which is in a
community located out toward the Brookhaven airport.
Exaulted Cyclops of this nevj unit is a men who runs the
Ford tractor place in Brookhaven but his name could not be
recalled. Another member of this new unit is BILLY MACK
DONALD who offered the ground on which a building could be
built for Klan meetings but this offer was turned down by
the Klan leaders since DONALD would not allow the Klan to
purchase the property on which the building would be built.

The

The informant advised that there is an executive
meeting of the Klan officers at JACKSON's place near Crystal
Springs, Miss
out what happens at the next meeting.

each Sunday and inform; nt will try to find• 1

Recommendstion:

The above information sets forth pertinent information
and individuals connected

and should be considered for
in reoorts of captioned organization or individuals.

regarding numerous organizations
with captioned organization
inclusion

Due to the length of this memo, specific leads
are not being set forth herein but agents i"eceiv?ng copies
of this memo should
investigation.

review l:he materic 1 rnd conduct logical

THIS INFO IS NOT TO BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE
BUREAU AND EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE USED IN DISCUSSING THIS
INFO AS THE INFORMANT’S LIFE COULD EASILY BE JEOPARDIZED..
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 9 /15 /64TO: SAC, JACKSON (157-63)
SA SAMUEL N , JENNINGS

(
WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS

FOIA(b)7 - ( D)Informant :
Date of Report:
Date of Activity:

9/3/64
September , 1963 -
9 /3/ 64
9 / 3/ 64Date Received :

Location of Original
Information: FOIA(b)7 - ( D)

The informant advised by oral report to SAs CLARENCE G.
PROSPERE and FRANK FORD that he had joined the Ku Klux Klan (KKK)
Brookhaven , Miss. , about a year ago and had been sworn in by
"SHORTY” BREELAND and EDDIE MC DANIEL, both of Natchez , Miss.
He said BREELAND is now out of the Klan. Informant stated that
he was sworn into the Klan when it was known as the Original
Knights of the KKK which is a Louisiana organization headed
by ROYAL V , YOUNG who was the Imperial Wizard . Informant

162 - Jackson
( 2 - New Orleans) ( Information)
(1 - 157-52) (KKK, Copiah County)
(1 - 157-343) (KKK , Lauderdale County)
(1 - 157-253) (KKK, LeFlore County)
(1 - 157-572) ( KKK, Wilkinson County)
(1 - 157-353) ( KKK, Pike County)
(1 - 44-1) (MIBURN )

F0IA(b)7 - ( D)
(1 - 157-584) (KKK Activity, Lincoln County )
( 7 - 157-new) ( KKK Klaverns , Lincoln County )
(1 - 157-14) (Original Knights of KKK of La , )

(continued on next page)
-

SEARCHED
SERIALIZED V‘ FILED

SEPT. 15, 1964
JACKSON
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(2 - 157-new) (ROYAL V , YOUNG)
(1 - 157-14) ( DOUGLAS A . BYRD)
(1 - 157-569) (KKK, Franklin County)
( 2 - 157-new) ("SHORTY" BREELAND)
( 2 - 157-new) (EDDIE MC DANIEL)
( 2 - 157-new) ( PAUL FOSTER)
( 2 - 157-new) (J , M » FOSTER)
(2 - 157-
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-new) ( LOUIS COWART)
( 2 - SHELBY BREWER ) ( 157-
( 2 - 157-new) ( HOUSTON JORDAN)
( 2 - 157-new) (A , C. HARRINGTON) (State Recruiter , Ruth, Miss. )
( 2 - 157-new) (SEDGY HARRINGTON)
( 2 - 157-new) ( Lomax Printing Co. , Laurel, Miss . )
( 2 - 157-new) ( PAUL GRIFFIN , MHSP , Brookhaven , Miss .)
( 2 - 157-new) ( LLOYD CASE )
( 2 - 157-new) (CHARLES SALVEY)
(2 - 157-new) (TINY LEWIS)
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-

157-

) ( BERNARD JONES)
) (HORACE JACKSON)

)

) ( BILLY BUCKLES)
) (HOWARD MC LEMORE , Crystal Springs , Miss. )
) ( JULIUS HARPER) (Ex-Sheriff , Copiah Co. )
) (GORDON LACKEY , Greenwood , Miss . )

F0IA(b)7 - (D) 1
157-new) ( WOODY MATTHEWS , Utica , Miss. )

) (SAM BOWERS )

( 2

( 2
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-new) (MAURICE FLOWERS, Laurel , Miss . )

62-5)
(1 - 157-551)
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-

) ( TOMMY BROCK, "a Judge ," Utica , Miss. )
) (( FNU) HENSHAW, Laurel , Miss . )
) ((FNU) LAND , Bay Springs, Miss . )
) ( (FNU) JACKSON , Owner of Butane Co. , Crystal Springs )
) (CLYDE WENTWORTH, Unit #1, Franklin County)
) ( BERNICE BEASELY , MHSP, Meadville , Miss . )
) (CHARLES MARSHALL, Meadville , Miss. )
) ( (FNU) ( LNU ) "TALL MAN',' Pure Oil Station ,
— MpaHvi 1 1 o M i g Q 1

FOIA(b)7 - (D)

( Continued on next page )
2
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) (CLYDE SEALE)
) ( JAMES SEALE)
) ( EUGENE SEALE)

) (DONALD SEALE)
) ( JACK SEALE)
) (DALE MC LEMORE)
) (ERNEST AZANTS)

( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
( 2 - 157-
(2 - 157-5/ 'L ) ( ERNEST PARKER)

) (J.. K , GREER, Fenwick , Miss.)
) ( BUFORD ASHLEY , Meadville)
) ( (FNU) PHELPS , Phelps Cafe , Raleigh , Miss. )
) (LUTHER HART, Brookhaven , Miss.)
) ( (FNU) JAMES , Amoco Station on bypass ,

Natchez , Miss .)
) (MARVIN MC KINNY)

) ( BILLY WOODS)
) (CLAUDE FULLER)
) (APWR , Lincoln County)
) (ALTON ALLRED, Grocery Store , Brookhaven , Miss. )
) (C. C. CLARK, former Postmaster , Ruth , Miss . )
) ( (FNU) SOMMERS , Brookhaven TV & Appliance Store)
) ((FNU) POSEY, employee of SOMMERS , Brookhaven , Miss
) ("GOOSE" WICHMAN, employee , Telephone Co. ,

Brookhaven)
) (TOBE LEGGETT , Brookhaven)
) (CHARLIE BRANHAM, Brookhaven )
) (SAM BRAMLETT , Texaco Station , Brookhaven )
) (CLYDE SMITH)
) (CURTIS SMITH)
) (SHELBY BREWER)
) ( (FNU) (LNU) , Manager of either Shainberg Store

or Dollar Store , Brookhaven , Miss. )
) (CECIL CROSS , Brookhaven)
) ( LEE STAMP , Brookhaven)
) (Heights Retreat Unit , KKK, Brookhaven , Miss . )
) ( ( FNU) (LNU) , Operator of Ford Tractor Place,

Brookhaven)
) ( BILLY MACK DONALD)
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stated that in 1963 DOUGLAS A, BYRD was the Grand Dragon
of the Original Knights of the KKK in the State of
Mississippi. Informant stated that after being sworn into
the Klan he learned that the Klan was in need of some place

hold their meetings and finally located a place which was
the old Standard Oil place, Brookhaven, Mississippi, which
building was recently burned.

Informant stated that when he was sworn into the
Klan the following persons were members at Brookhaven, Miss.,
and vicinity:

to

PAUL FOSTER, his brother, J. M. FOSTER
BERNARD JONES, who was forced out of the Klan

a little less than a year ago
HORACE JACKSON
LOUIS COWART
SHELBY BREWER
HOUSTON JORDAN
A. C HARRINGTON, who is presently State Recruiter

for the Klan and resides at
Ruth, Mississippi

SEDGY HARRINGTON, who is the brother of
A. C. HARRINGTON

Informant advised that he wrote the first paper
that was distributed by the Klan in Lincoln County, Miss,
and this paper was printed by the Lomax Printing Company,

The purpose of this paper was to get people
together and get them out to vote.
Laurel, Miss.

The informant advised that the Lincoln County
Klan Organization grew larger and a man named ERNEST S.
GILBERT was made the Exaulted Cyclops of this group. The

an Organization at Lincoln County rented the Moose Lodge
t°i the charter meeting and the Lincoln County Unit and the
ran in County Unit of the Klan were chartered on the samesy at the same ceremony at Brookhaven, Miss., on 2/2/64.

4
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The informant said that as a result of the above
pAper being distr ibuted by the Klan in Lincoln County
there was a large recruitment and over 100 individuals came
to join the Klan in Lincoln County . I t took over four hours
to swear these individuals in . Short ly after that the
Lincoln County group had over 200 members . About this time
i t was realized by the Klan leadership that something was
wrong with the $10 init iat ion fee as i t could not be
determined what happened to al l of this money . I t was
proposed after this mix-up on the money that the Klan grouo
be broken down into smaller units but DOUGLAS A . BYRD advised
that this could not be done since each recruiter got $4 out
of each $10 ini t iat ion fee and the remaining $6 went to the
State Klan Headquarters . The informant said after the
charter was obtained in Lincoln County the local group
retained $5 of the $10 init iat ion fee and the other $5 was
sent to the State Headquarters . The informant said after
the charter was obtained the recruiter of the unit received
no money from init iat ion fees .

The informant recalled that DOUGLAS A . BYRD ,
** 7

in Lincoln County , was always
The informant learned that BYRD

The
said the ini t ial forming of the units of the Klan

in Lincoln County resulted in DOUGLAS A . BYRD having a woman
make the robes for the members and she charged $10 for eachrobe.
actually cost $10 for material and workmanship.

each time he attended a meeting
desperately in need of money .
was supposed to turn in each $6 he received to YOUNG ,
informant

The Klan members complained that the robes did not

The informant advised that one LOUIS COWART waselected investigator of the original Lincoln County group.COWART was later made a state investigator by DOUGLAS A . BYRD

Informant advised that after the Lincoln County
£ S fo-med he heard through DOUGLAS A . BYRD that ROYAL V .group v.’£

5
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YOUNG of Louisiana was coming to Natchez and BYRD wanted
ERNEST GILBERT Co meet him in Natchez.
that the purpose of this Natchez meeting was so that BYRD
could pull away from the original Knights of the KKK of
Louisiana which was headed by YOUNG and set up his
Klan group in Mississippi. The informant said he learned
that one rea 5;on BYRD wanted to do this was because he could
not get YOUNG to account for the money which BYRD had given
him. The informant learned that the following people
at the meeting at Natchez.

The informant learned

own

were

PAUL GRIFFIN, Mississippi Highway Patrol,
Brookhaven, Mississippi

Brookhaven, Miss.
Brookhaven, Miss.

Brookh'ven

ERNEST GILBERT
UOYD CASE,
HOUSTON JORDAN,
CHARLES SALVEY, Brookhaven

The informant said that the above group of individuals
met DOUGLAS BYRD at the Bar-B-Q Pit on Highway 61 North which
is operated by TINY LEWIS, who is also a Klan member. After
BYRD. YOUNG and the others arrived at the Bar-B -Q Pit they
vent to the old VFW Building located next to Sarah's Place
which is on the Liberty Road and a meeting was held there.

The informant learned that at this meeting YOUNG
and BYRD fussed back and forth at each other and then YOUNG
finally stood up and began preaching.
ERNEST GILBERT got up and told YOUNG to sit down and that
the entire group could go to hell as far as he was concerned
if this was the way that the Klan operated,
told those present that the Lincoln County group did not
need the Klan. YOUNG advised those present that the Klan
could not be operated this way according to the constitution.
YOUNG insisted that the Lincoln County group should have a
constitution. GILBERT then told YOUNG that if YOUNG could
not sneak in a logical manner that the meeting was adjourned,
GILBERT told YOUNG as he was leaving that he, YOUNG, shoulo
not return to Mississippi and YOUNG left the meeting.

After YOUNG did this,

GILBERT also

6
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DOUGLAS A. BYRD did not enter into the above discussion at
any time. The informant gathered that impression after this
meeting was over that BYRD was attempting to cover up what
he had been doing with the Klan money which had been given
to him for membership fees and for robes. BYRD tried to
explain to GILBERT and the others that this meeting at
Natchez had been held to try and get YOUNG to account for the
money which had been given to him.

The informant said that the above group who had
attended the Natchez meeting returned to the Bar-B -Q Pit
and there was a discussion about writing a new constitution
for the White Knights of the KKK of Mississippi. The informant
learned that DOUGLAS A, BYRD, TINY LEWIS and ERNEST GILBERT
had gathered at GILBERT'S home and written a new constitution
for the Klan organization.
this meeting where the constitution was written that he was
getting out of the Klan.

GILBERT allegedly told BYRD at

The informant advised that at a later meeting BYRD
came to Brookhaven, Miss., and invited GILBERT to attend this
meeting although GILBERT had previously told BYRD he was
getting out of the Klan. GILBERT did go to this meeting
but nothing was accomplished there as there was no organization
to the meeting. BYRD explained at this meeting about the idea
of withdrawing from the Original Knights of the KKK of Louisiana
and setting up the White Knights of the KKK of Mississippi.
The informant learned that representatives from Wilkinson

it

County and Pike County were in attendance at this meeting
in Brookhaven, Mississippi, and these two county groups
wanted to stay in the Original Knights of the KKK of Louisiana.

The informant learned that a second meeting was
held in Brookhaven, Miss., in less than a month and ERNEST
GILBERT was elected head of the White Knights of the KKK,
State of Mississippi.
The following individuals
head of the Klan:

DOUGLAS A. BYRD was voted out of office,
were instrumental in electing GILBERT

7
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BILLY BUCKLES
HOWARD MC LEMORE, Crystal Springs, Miss.
DALE MC LEMORE, Franklin County, Miss.
JULIUS HARPER, ex-sheriff, Copiah County, Miss.,

presently operator of the J and F
Grill, Crystal Springs, Mississippi

GORDON LACKEY, Greenwood, Miss.
The informant pointed out that JULIUS HARPER, the

ex-sheriff of Copiah County, and ERNEST GILBERT were instrumental
in saving the life of WAITES MC NEIL of Smith County whom
the Klan believes is an informant for the FBI.

Informant said that at a meeting of the White
Knights of the KKK a committee was appointed to write a
constitution and this committee was headed by ERNEST GILBERT
and was comprised of JULIUS HARPER, HOWARD MC LEMORE, both
of Crystal Springs, Miss., GORDON LACKEY of Greenwood, Miss.,BILLY BUCKLES and WOODY MATTHEWS,
WOODY MATTHEWS is a cousin of Congressman JOHN BELL WILLIAMSof Mississippi and MATTHEWS resides at Utica, Miss. MATTHEWS
acts as a moderator at all large Klan meetings,
said DOUGLAS A, BYRD was asked to serve on the committee towrite the constitution but he refused towas written by the above committee and was accepted atBrookhaven, Miss.,

The informant said that

Informant

serve. The constitution

on 2/2/64 at a state meeting.

The informant learned that prior to the aboveBrookhaven, Miss., meeting on 2/2/64, DOUGLAS A. BYRD hadwritten a constitution on his own which he presented to theatchez. Miss., group of the Klan with the idea of gettingthe entire state to go along with him(BYRD). The Klan grounat Natchez was not named at that time and BYRD's meeting
CAM

r'3°ut two weeks before the Brookhaven meeting.BOWERS from Laurel, Miss., went to the meeting atate ez, Miss., and BYRD indicated to the Natchez group6 tD t^irow GILBERT out of the Klan since his wifewas a egedly a Catholic. The informant said he knots

8
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GILBERT'S wife is not a Catholic and she is from Laurel,
Miss., originally,
a Klan member from Laurel, Miss., had got up and refuted

BYRD's statement about GILBERT'S wife being a Catholic and

after that the Natchez meeting broke up.

The informant said that two weeks after this
Natchez meeting was held there was a big state meeting held
at Brookhaven, Miss., in the old Sinclair Building and

'SHORTY'BREELAND of Natchez, Miss., was present and told
those at the meeting that the Natchez group had informed
DOUGLAS BYRD that he should get out of the Klan and that they
wanted ERNEST GILBERT to head up the White Knights of the KKK
of Mississippi and pull the state together,
that the following persons were elected at this meeting at

Brookhaven, Miss.:

Informant learned that one MAURICE FLOWERS,

Informant learned

SAM BOWERS, Imperial Wizard
JULIUS HARPER, Grand Dragon, a position which he

still holds
BILLY BUCKLES, Grand Giant and State Secretary
PAUL FOSTER, State Chaplin, who has since resigned

and was sworn out of the Klan by
ERNEST GILBERTc

ERNEST S. GILBERT, State Investigator

Four Bursars were elected. The head State Bursar
for Mississippi is TOMMY BROCK, a "Judge" at Utica, Miss,
The Second Bursar is a man named HENSHAW of Laurel, Miss.,
who lives on Highway 84 East. The Third Bursar is an individual
by the name of LAND who resides at Bay Springs, Miss
who subsequently resigned his position. The Fourth' Bursar
was from Greenwood, Miss., but informant did not recall his
name. Informant said that during this transition period when
the above meetings were held 3t Natchez and Brookhaven,
Miss., DOUGLAS BYRD was not elected to any office, however,
BYRD acted as a sort of assistant to ERNEST GILBERT for
several months prior to 2/1/64,

but• »

9
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above meeting theInformant stated that after the
of the Klan was held at Natchez, Miss.,

the above-mentioned officers were in charge and arenext state meeting
and i

still in charge of the Klan in Mississippi.

The informant said the next meeting following the
at Natchez was held at Raleigh, Miss., about June, 1964,

which was the
one
and the next state-wide meeting after that,
last state-wide meeting, was held at Crystal Springs, Miss.,

individual named JACKSON's place just outside of
The informant could not recall

at an
Crystal Springs, Miss.
JACKSON's first name but stated JACKSON operates a Butane
Gas Company in Crystal Springs.
does not recall seeing GILBERT at the last Klan meeting

The informant said he

in Crystal Springs.

The informant stated that the election of any officers
in the Klan is scheduled between 9/15/64 and 11/15/64 and
that BILLY BUCKLES, who lives on the Oldenberg Road out of
Meadville, Miss., is coordinating the election. Each unit
will vote for the officers they want which will then be
reported through the provinces to headciuarters. The new
officers of the Klan will be elected to serve for four
yea.rs in Mississippi.

The informant said that all Klansmen in Mississippi
carry guns, pencils, lighters or just about

anything else into a state Klan meeting. He said the state
meetings are set up so they have snipers stationed in trees
surrounding the area of the meeting, as well as armed guards
patrolling on foot, horseback and in automobiles.

he said they had an airplane flying overhead when
the meeting was held at Raleigh, Miss. The informant learned
t dt the Klan is now attempting to train dogs to use as
guards .round the state meet and also the local headquarters
of the various Klan units.

were forbidden to

In addition
to this,

The informant said that during August, 1964, CLYDE
is a painter and also Exaulted Cyclops ofWENTWORTH, who i

10
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Unit Number 1, Franklin County, Mississippi, had access to an
entire list of this unit of the Klan and this list had been
observed by Patrolman BERNICE BEASELY of the Mississippi
Highway Patrol stationed at Meadville, Miss, BEASELY allegedly
observed this list while he was at Jackson, Mississippi.

The informant pointed out that at one time about
80% of the Mississippi Highway Patrolmen were allegedly in
the Klan. However, they have been sworn out. Informant
said, however, that many highway patrolmen still pass on
information to the Klan and act as lookouts for the Klan.
The informant stated BEASELY, who is at Meadville, Miss.,
was definitely in the Klan at one time and still passes on
information to the Klan members at Meadville. The informant
learned that an individual referred to as "TALL MAN" at
the Pure Oil Station, Meadville, Miss., has been talking about
one CHARLES MARSHALL* who resides near Meadville, Miss., and
who takes off from work to attend Klan meetings. MARSHALL
allegedly owes everyone in the county and is driving a
Thunderbird. According to the "TALL MAN',' CHARLES MARSHALL is
the individual who furnishes names of Klan members to BILL
SCARBOROUGH, the Ford dealer at Meadville, Miss. Allegedly,
SCARBOROUGH gives MARSHALL $1,000 a month for information
regarding the Klan. The informant was not able to elaborate
on the above arrangement.

About the only thing the informant could learn
relative to the above was something said by CLYDE SEALE,
father of JAMESf EUGENE, DONALD and JACK SEALE * who lives
on the Bunk ley Road near Meadville, Miss., -CHARLES MARSHALL had gone to Baton Rouge, La
a wedding ring for $3,000 which he later had appraised at
the bank in Meadville.
MARSHALL had lost his job at the International Paper Company,
Natchez, Miss., ,
get into the Klan Unit there,
that MARSHALL is
at Meridian and

indicating that
and purchased9 >

Informant further learned that

and had been to Meridian, Miss., trying to
CLYDE SEALE made the remark

supposed to be engaged to a girl who lives
is using this as an excuse to visit Meridian,

tr\ ing to obtain names of Klansmen which he allegedly passes

11
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According to the informant , the Klanon to BILL SCARBOROUGH ,

group which CLYDE SEALE belongs to has voted to whip
SCARBOROUGH ,
and/or some of the members of the two Klan units at
Meadville , Miss . , may do away with CHARLES MARSHALL if the
above information regarding MARSHALL is true .

The informant emphasized that CLYDE SEALE

Informant is of the opinion that a young highway
patrolman or SAM BOWERS , both of Laurel , M i s s . , were the
individuals who bombed the newspaper there several months ago .
SAM BOWERS has refused to discuss this newspaoer bombing with
other members of the K l a n .

The informant could not learn any information
regarding the murder of the two Negroes , MOORE and DEE ,
whose bodies were found a few months ago in the Mississippi
River north of Natchez , Miss . The informant was then advised
that BILLY BUCKLES was known to have made the statement that
DEE was a victim of circumstances and had to be done away
with. Informant then stated that with this information he
might be able to develop something on the MOORE-DEE killings.
The informant was not acquainted with an explosion in a church
at Brookhaven , Miss , , and knew nothing of an attempted
burning or explosion of any churches in that area.

The informant was not aware of the identity of the
person described as an electrician from Franklin County ,
Miss . , employed at the International Paper Company , Natchez ,
Miss . , who allegedly burned the juke joint of JAKE FR1SHMAN
ir. Natchez , Mississippi.

The informant advised that he knew the identity of
several individuals who fired a smoke bomb into the house of
KID RUSSELL and they are DALE MC LEMORE , DOUGLAS A, BYRD and
oossiblv ERNEST AZANTS and JACK SEALE The informant knew tha
OOUGLAS BYRD was drunk after the first attempt to smoke bomb
RUSSELL $ house failed and , further , BYRD was the one wto
obtained the smoke grenade which was fired into the house .
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Informant is acquainted with ERNEST PARKER of
Natchez , Miss . , who is
papers by plane at Brookhaven the first time they were
distributed by plane there and PARKER ' s plane has been used
by the Klan even though it was not flown by PARKER on other
occasions . Informant knows one K , GREER of Fenwick ,
Miss . , who is a pilot licensed to fly both day and night and
is the only known member of the Klan who is so licensed .
Informant stated that usually GREER rents a plane at the
Natchez Airport when distributing papers for the Klan by
plane .

the individual who distributed Klan

The informant said that BILLY BUCKLES and DOUGLAS
At BYRD put out the Klan papers from the plane at Greenwood ,
Miss. , a few months ago. The informant stated that BUFORD
ASHLEY of Meadville , Miss. , also owns an airplane which the
Klan can use but ASHLEY can only fly during the daylight
hours.

Informant said that CLYDE SEALE was responsible
for the distributing of papers in the Meadville area .
Informant recalled that one of these papers merely stated
that names would be called if things were not changed and
the second paper distributed there actually called names
of particular individuals .

Informant advised that the plane owned by ERNEST
i

PARKER was the one used to drop Klan papers over Philadelphi
Miss. about the first part of August , 1964.

The informant said the only information he has
regarding a church burning came from an individual named
PHELPS who operates Phelps Cafe at Laurel , Miss. PHELPS adv
about 6 / 1/ 64 that he knew how a church v/as burned but the
informant was not aware of which church PHELPS was referring

was near Raleigh, Mississippi . Informant
#«? ic PHELPS claimed the church was saturated v/ith gasoline
o: kerosene and that a Butane gas line was the line which
subsequently ignited the gasoline or kerosene.

to but believed it
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Informant is acquainted with ERNEST PARKER of
the individual who distributed KlanNatchez, Miss., who is

papers by plane at Brookhaven the first time they were

distributed by plane there and PARKER * s plane has been used

by the Klan even though it was not flown by PARKER on other
Informant knows one J; K, GREER of Fenwick,occasions.

Miss., who is a pilot licensed to fly both day and night and

is the only known member of the Klan who is so Licensed.
Informant stated that usually GREER rents a plane at the
Natchez Airport when distributing papers for the Klan by

plane.

The informant said that BILLY BUCKLES and DOUGLAS
A, BYRD put out the Klan papers from the plane at Greenwood,
Miss., a few months ago. The informant stated that BUFORD
ASHLEY of Meadvilie, Miss., also owns an airplane which the
Klan can use but ASHLEY can only fly during the daylight
hours.

Informant said that CLYDE SEALE was responsible
for the distributing of papers in the Meadvilie area.
Informant recalled that one of these papers merely stated
that names would be called if things were not changed and
the second paper distributed there actually called names
of particular individuals.

Informant advised that the plane owned by ERNEST
^ m

PARKER was the one used to drop Klan papers over Philadelphia,
Miss,, about the first part of August, 1964.

The informant said the only information he has
regarding a church burning came from an individual named
PHELPS who operates Phelps Cafe at Laurel, Miss. PHELPS advised
about 6/ 1/64 that he knew how a church was burned but the
informant was not aware of which church PHELPS was referring
to but believed it
said PHELPS claimed the church was saturated v/ith gasoline
or kerosene and that a Butane gas line was the line which
subsequently ignited the gasoline or kerosene.

was near Raleigh, Mississippi, Informant
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The informant said he had no information about any

church burnings in Pike County, Miss., and that nil the Pike
County Klan Units are members of the United Klans of America
x<7ith the exception of one unit. The informant was not
acquainted with this one Pike County Unit and did not knov?
the identity of the members.

Informant stated that ERNEST GILBERT
received about $4,000 in expense money from the Klan between
1/1/64 and 6/1/64 hut that the local investigators in the
various provinces had claimed mileage expense and that the
money to pay this was turned in to the state headquarters,
GILBERT allegedly gets the money back from the state
headouarters to pay to the local Klan investigators, leaving
little money for GILBERT'S personal use.

had allegedly

Informant advised that the unit of the Kirn at
Crystal Springs, Miss., had borrowed money at a local bank
and had plans to build a building in which to hold their
meetings. All members of the Klan unit supposedly signed
the note with the bank. The informant learned that an
official of the bank made the statement that he had the
names of all the Kiansmen in Crystal Springs as he had
their names on a note at his bank .

Informant said there was no special account of
the Klan at any bank but that the Klan money was handled
by a man named HENSHAW who resides on Highway 84 ease of
Laurel, Mississippi. The money handled by HENSHAW is
supposed to be put into the pers'onal account of HENSHAW.
The informant recalled that
Raleigh, Miss.,
the Klan over

at the state Klan meeting at
HENSHAW was instructed to turn all money of
"Judge" BROCK of Utica, Miss., and to the

other three Bursars of the State Klan Organization.
to

Informant learned that DOUGLAS A, BYRD had made
a call to ERNEST GILBERT from Natchez, Miss., sometime in
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The infern.rnt dvis'id thrr. SHELBY BREWER was
formerly the herd o f the Amoricms for the Preservation
of the White r.tce (APWR), Lincoln County, Miss., but has
recently resigned. The inforwent was not acquainted with the
officers of the A.PWR.

Informant rdvisuJ that ALTON ALLRED, operator of
a grocery store near the Amoco Station, just east of the
Homco Offices in Brookhaven, Miss. , has a contract to
furnish ell of the robes for K 1 nsmen for the State of
Mississippi. Informant stated ALLRED has certain women
working for him to Ho the sewing on the robes but these
women are not known.

The inioramt advised that he learned through a
very c o n f i d e n t i a l source thot Mr. C. C. CLARK, e prosperous
businessman ft Ruth , Miss., who is the former Postmaster
there, was secretly sworn into the Klasn and this information
is known by four oocole only.

C. HARRINGTON of Ruth,
uir^d Cyclons of the Ruth Unit and that

St to Grand Kleagle. (State Organizer),
rod the coinion that the recent bombing

Miss., are being done by the Klan group
•'he InfortHint said the foreman of C. C.

is f; member of the Ruth

lnfmwnt advised ttjel" A
Miss., is die L
HARRINGTON vs '..S',

The inform* nt
incidents * c McCwd b.
at Ruth, Miss.
CLARK, Ruth,
Unit of the Kl.n, hevevv, he
present time. LTOY HARRINGTON
is also a member of the

* *

» # l %

or

mentioned above,
cannot recall his name a.t the
, brother of A, C. HARRINGTON,

th Unit of the Klnn.

MisJ

NU

Klavorns ofThe* In'vn.vnt said there are seven
st Lincoln Covnc/, Msssissinoi.

n :r:? vidua) hv the
4V

«< *.;-.'ldv.ven 1*V a nd

The Ex*'ulted Cyclops
name of SOMMERS who is

the KKK
of Unit 1?1 is
the owner of th "* * Appliance Store ,

individual by the name of
the Brookhaven TV and

irvt*sti ?Vtor of

Assistant Ex*?u3.tt** Cyc)o’>s is an
POSEY who is anby-id by SOMMERS rt
ApoVience Sto v ’GOOSE” V1CI!MAN is the
Klan Unit #1 . nloyud by the telephone comp'<nyi. T i r. • ^
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JN 157-63

Other members of this same unit are HOUSTON
JORDAN, TOBE LEGGETT, CHARLY BRANHAM, SAM BRAMLETT,
of a Texaco Service Station,
mav be out of the Klan now,
Commission and can work anywhere in the state,
said another member of this unit is the manager of either the
Dollar Store or Shainberg Department: Store, Brookhaven.
Two other members are CECIL CROSS and LEE STAMP ,

at Brookhaven.
operator

CLYDE SMITH, CURTIS SMITH, who
and SHELBY BREWER, who has Klegle

The informant

The informant said the newest unit of the Lincoln
County Klan is the Heights Retreat Unit which is in a
community located out toward the Brookhaven airport.
Exaulted Cyclops of this nev/ unit is a man who runs the
Ford tractor place in Brookhaven but his name could not be
recalled. Another member of this new unit is BILLY MACK
DONALD who offered the ground on which
built for Klan meetings but this offer was turned down by
the Klan leaders since DONALD would not allow the Klan to
purchase the property on which the building would be built.

The

building could beO.

The informant advised that there is an executive
meeting of the Klen officers at JACKSON's place near Crystal
Springs, Miss., each Sunday and informant trill try to find
out what happens at the next meeting.
Recommendst ion;

The above information sets forth pertinent information
and individuals connected

zation and should be considered for
in reoorts of captioned organization or individuals.

regarding numerous organizations
with captioned organic
inclusion

Due to the length of this memo, specific leads
are not being set forth heroin but agents receiving copies
of this memo should review the waterit 1 rnd conduct logical
investigation.

THIS INFO IS NOT TO EE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE
BUREAU AND EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE USED IN DISCUSSING THIS
INFO AS THF, INFORMANT'S LIFE COULD EASILY BE JEOPARDIZED..

17
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Method of del ivery ( c h e c k a p p r o p r i a t e b l o c k s )
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FD-340& (Rev.6-12-63) *V

(Title) EARNEST BUCHANAN PARKER

157-51R-1A(File No.)—
n© ;ativo of Earn© ©Feuy pilotOS and Parker1 - 2-9-66
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NO 170-3 /dak

AT NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI

Oil February ?4. I»64:
At a Bleating at the headquarters of the KKK on the

‘organtown Road, Natchez, Mississippi, too practice hand
grenades painted blue or gray in color were exhibited by
JACK SEALK at the meeting on 2/24/64. These 2 practice

re carried in a blue canvas flight-type bag.
A discussion was had by SEALE, ERNEST PARKER, and others,
that the wax hole in-the end of the grenade could be
and the grenade filled with black powder. The hole could
be tapped and plugged, thereby creating an explosive. The

de by JACK SEALE that the grenades cane from
the National Guard. SEALE made the comment that he had
served six months at Goat Island in the penitentiary, Just prior
to his release from the U. S. Navy, and that the reason
for his Incarceration was that he had run over some Chinamen
la a Jeep while he was in the service.

lted
1

i

de as to how many grenadesre no comments
were in possession of the KKK.

tee of the members named FINLEY who is employed
by Magi-Bar advised that there was a private swearing-in in
which only 3 or 4 members were present, at which time,
Sheriff O'DELL ANDERS of the Adams County Sheriff's Office wss
sworn in as a member of the KKK.

/

It wss determined that ERNEST PARKER had been
the individual who had flown an airplane over Broofceaven,

ka earlier from which KKK literature hadKiss., several
hewn dropped.
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CLERK, SUSAN C . HARDINOM

ERNEST BUCHANAN PARKER
EM - KLAN

JJECT:

The following is a correlation of information
regarding the subject as
references found in the Jackson indices:

found through a review of

/J tjI ~/&:/
SEARCHED
SERIALIZED_C4̂ _EILEI) —1£

JIAN 3^73FBI — JACKSON

INDEXED

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU
KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RM
JN 157-63

MEMO to SAC from SA STEPHEN M. CALLENDER
dated 4/28/64.

Informant reported that subject attended a
meeting held on March 23, 1964, at the Klan Headquarters
located on Morgantown Road, Natchez, Mississippi.

Serial 89

F0IA(b)7 -(D) [ by SA CLARENCE G.Serial 324 FD-306 re
PROSPERE dated 7/15/64.

F0iA(b)7 - (D) Advised that subject advised him
that ERNEST FINLEY, CHARLES JAMES, and PETE PYER came
to him and asked to rent a house on subject's place to

Subject stated that hebe used as a headquarters,
refused to allow the use of a house on his property.

Serial 325 FD-306 re F0lA(b)7 - (P) by SA CLARENCE G.
PROSPERE dated 7/16/64.

F0iA(b)7 - (D) iadvised that on the night of July 16,
PARNELL's Welding1964, the following individuals met a

Shop: The Subject, "PEANUTS" PARNELL, JACK SEALE,
DOUGLAS A. BYRD, BILLY BUCKLES, and JEFF LUKE. He also
stated that the discussion centered around the fact that

1 - 157-512
EFL/sch

r
U) ALL INDICES CARDS CHANGED
i .S . Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



they were "dead sure" that a fellow named WAITEinformant of the FBI and that he
gun route".
3. city policeman of the Jackson, Mississippi,
Department, was also an FBI informant.

was an
was "going the shot-In addition, the same group stated that

Police

Serial 326 FD-306 re F0iA(b)7-(D) by SA CLARENCE G.
PROSPERE dated 7/18/64.

F0iA(b)7-(p) | advised that during a previous
meeting with the subject that the subject made the
comment regarding the three missing workers at
Philadelphia. Mississippi, that they had been taken
care of. F0iA(b)7 - (p) [ stated the subject had a
peculiar grin on his face when he made this state-
ment, however, F0iA(b)7 - (D) Iattached no significance
to this statement when it was made as he felt subject
was merely expressing his opinion.
stated that on July 18, 1964, he was in conversation
with DOUGLAS A. BYRD and BILLY BUCKLES and that

F0IA(b)7 - (D)

BUCKLES made the statement that DEES was a victim of
circumstances if they had to get them both. BUCKLES
made the statement that he lived within "spitting
distance" of MOORE's home.

F0iA(b)7 - (D) pointed out that BUCKLES and the
subject are close associates and he therefore believes
that subject may have had definite information which
led him to make the statement that the three workers
had been done away with,
the subject was a millionnaire who owns his own
private airplane and numerous automobiles and trucks,
and could, therefore, have easily been involved in the
doing away with the three missing workers and removing
them to the areas of Yucastan Island in the Mississippi
River which he owns.

F0IA(b)7 - (D) pointed out that

Serial 331 FD-306 re F0lA(b)7 - (D) by SA CLARENCE G.
PROSPERE dated 7/29/64.

j F0iA(b)7 - (D) |advised that the Klan in the
Adams County area is at a standstill and that the
subject, JHCK SEALE, ERNEST FINLEY, and BONNY JONES
are trying to keep the Klan together.



MEMO to SAC from SA SAMUEL N. CRADDOCK
dated 7/31/64.

Serial 346

Source stated that subject was present at

a meeting held at the Klan headquarters on Morgan-
town Road, Natchez, Mississippi- Source also identified
subject as the EC of the Morgantown Unit.

RACIAL SITUATION
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
JN 157-1

NEW ORLEANS teletype to DIRECTOR dated
6/8/64.Serial 7

advised
that the subject was now the head of the citizens for

the Preservation of the White Race, (APWR).
On May 30, 1964, F0IA(b)7 - ( D)

Serial 155 LHM from NEW ORLEANS to DIRECTOR dated
6/19/64.

A confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on June 17,
1964, that on June 16, 1964, the subject, Klansman
in the Adams County Klavern of the White Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi (WKKKKOM), received
a telephone call from an unknown individual at McComb,
Mississippi, and was told to be on the lookout for a
Volkswagen, which had been doctored in McComb with
"running puny", (sugar had been put in the gas tank).
Subject and MYRON WAYNE (JACK) SEALE, drove a Ford
to McComb, Mississippi, from Natchez in an attempt
to intercept the Volkswagen. Subject and SEALE did
not intercept the Volkswagen but subject received a
message via his civilian band radio in his car from
his wife, who advised him, "Fat Boy" ROBERTS (who
drives an old model blue Cadillac and is employed at
the James Amoco Service Station, Natchez), that the
Volkswagen had just left James Amoco Service Station
alter the occupants of the Volkswagen made inquiry
as to the location of the Volkswagen Agency in Natchez.

This same confidential source advised that
tne Volkswagen was subsequently located by subject and

-3-



Serial 346 MEMO to SAC from SA SAMUEL N. CRADDOCK
dated 7/31/64.

Source stated that subject was present at
a meeting held at the Klan headquarters on Morgan-
town Road, Natchez, Mississippi,
subject as the EC of the Morgantown Unit.

Source also identified

RACIAL SITUATION
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
JN 157-1
Serial 7 NEW ORLEANS teletype to DIRECTOR dated

6/8/64.
On May 30, 1964, advised

that the subject was now the head ol the citizens for
the Preservation of the White Race, (APWR).

F0IA (b)7 - ( D)

Serial 155 LHM from NEW ORLEANS to DIRECTOR dated
6/19/64.

A confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on June 17,
1964, that on June 16, 1964, the subject, Klansraan
in the Adams County Klavern of the White Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi (WKKKKOM), received
a telephone call from an unknown individual at McComb,
Mississippi, and was told to be on the lookout for a
Volkswagen, which had been doctored in McComb with
’’running puny”, (sugar had been put in the gas tank).
Subject and MYRON WAYNE (JACK) SEALE, drove a Ford
to McComb, Mississippi, from Natchez in an attempt
to intercept the Volkswagen. Subject and SEALE did
not intercept the Volkswagen but subject received a
message via his civilian band radio in his car from
his wife, who advised him, MFat Boy” ROBERTS (who
drives an old model blue Cadillac and is employed at
the James Amoco Service Station, Natchez), that the
Volkswagen had just left James Amoco Service Station
after the occupants of the Volkswagen made inquiry
as to the location of the Volkswagen Agency in Natchez.

This same confidential source advised that
the Volkswagen was subsequently located by subject and

-3-



SEALE at the Volkswagen agency, Natchez, where the
motor was removed. Source advised he was told the
Volkswagen bears New York license, numerals unknown.

The confidential source also stated that
Klansraen searched Natchez and found two white males,
approximately 20 years old, at Pop s Grill. These
white males were wearing beards. Klansmen followed
these two white males to the City Park located on the
bluff at Natchez.

KMmi.
'AT'

w
v -

A surveillance was set up by the Klansmen.
Later the two young white males were picked up in an
automobile and the Klansmen failed to see this and were
unable to identify the car which had picked up the
two white males.

- .*VcV r

m‘1 >

r

I I 1 w
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This same confidential source stated the Klan,
at the present time, did not know the whereabouts of
the two white males.

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
ADAMS COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
JN 157-574
Serial 69 FD-306 re F0iA(b)7 - (D) by SA CLARENCE G.

PROSPERE, dated 7/2/64.
4j

I :4

F0IA(b)7 - (D) advised that Subject told him
that E. H. AVANTS got drunk the early morning hours
of July 2, 1964, and together with HENRY MOORE, a
cook at the Bar-B-Que, operated by TINY LEWIS,
to the Klan Headquarters on the Morgantown Road,Natchez, Mississippi, and shot the lock off the gateand the door to the headquarters of the Ku Klux Klan.Upon hearing these shots, Mrs. SIDNEY HANEY, SR., onwhose property the Klan Headquarters are located,began shooting at AVANTS and MOORE.

went

_ FoiA(b)7-(p) stated that subject told himthat all material and property of the Klan was beingfr0m the Klan Head<3uarters as Sheriff ODELLANDERS, Adams County, Mississippisubject that he would conduct
personally of this incident.

had promised
an investigation

-4-
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stated subject advised him that
the Cloverhill and Sligo

F0IA (b)7 - ( D)

the Klan was locking out
from Klan Headquarters because these two groups

their dues on the building fund.groups
were not paying

F0iA(b)7 - ( D) stated subject advised him he

had been to a province meeting on the night of June 25,
1964, at which time the Counties of Jefferson, Adams,
Franklin, and Wilkinson were represented,
location of the province meeting was not furnished
by subject.

The

DOUGLAS ALVIN BYRD
EM-KLAN
JN 157-14
Serial 59 SAME AS SERIAL 157-63-346.

MIBURN
JN 44-1
Serial 2627 TELETYPE to DIRECTOR from JACKSON dated

9/11/64.
Subject ’s name and phone number was included

on a list of people whose telephone toll call records
are to be subpoenaed by Departmental Attorney ROBERT
OWEN.
Serial 4022 MEMO to SAC, JACKSON from SA CLARENCE G.

PROSPERE dated 2/2/65.
On January 18, 1965, F0iA(b)7 - ( D) advised that

BLACKIE JOHNSON of Brookhaven, Mississippi, advised
him that he had recently been a guest at the PARKER
Camp on Palmyra Island, along with JACK SEALE, BABY
LEE PARKER, and the Subject.
"they" were worried about the trial at Meadville,
Mississippi, in which JACK SEALE and CHARLES EDWARDShave charges pending against them.

JOHNSON stated that

-5-
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F0lA(b)7 - (D) dated 2/17/65, byFD-306 re
SA CLARENCE G. PROSPERE.Serial 4147

On February 17, 1965, FOiA(b)7 -(D) advised that
the part of the V

he has heard of no Klan activity on

subject since January 1, 1965. •

mMtM
y - ; •*

p

HENRY HEZEKIAH DEE;
CHARLIE EDDIE MOORE-
MISCELLANEOUS
JN 62-5

.
f

A
W, i

ft

'
*.t V.. "... *

_
*

airtel to DIRECTOR, dated 9/18/64.Serial 7 JACKSON
F0IA(b)7 - (D) advisedOn September 14, 1964,

that he had been advised by the subject and JACK SEALE,
both of Natchez, Mississippi, that they "had put two
Niggers in the river". In this conversation, subject
and SEALE said one of the Negroes was anchored to a

Later on, subject stated he was

if

Jeep motor block,
afraid of the serial numbers on the motor block and
both the subject and SEALE stated they had been having
difficulty sleeping at night thinking about this matter.

During the conversation, subject and SEALE
mentioned that both Negroes were alive when pushed over
the side of the boat. It appeared from the conversation
that the boat referred to was a boat owned by the subject
and his brother, LEE PARKER.

It was also mentioned by both the subject and
SEALE that the two Negroes had been beaten badly and were
bloody prior to the time they were transported to the
river and they stated they had used a plastic tarpaulin
on the inside of the car to prevent the blood stains
from getting into the trunk of subject's red Ford. It
was apparent from the conversation that the two Negroes
had been hauled in the trunk of subject's car from
Franklin County, Mississippi, to the Old River near
Tallulah, Louisiana, and the comment was also made by
subject and SEALE that they did not see how the two
had remained alive during this trip.

Dso.

r

v;i*$£
* i ij

•<:
i

FQiA(b) 7 - (D) a l s o furnished information he had
obtained trom two other independent sources who

-6-
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described how the two Negroes were picked up near an

ice cream stand on Highway 84 West, near Meadville,
Mississippi, and were taken into the Homo Chitto
National Forest near Meadville, where they were beaten.
Following the beating, Subject and JACK SEALE
from Natchez and picked up the two Negroes.

came

Serial 71 JACKSON teletype to DIRECTOR dated 11/9/64.
Subject, a resident of Natchez, Mississippi,

contacted by Bureau Agents for an interview onwas
November 9, 1964, and he refused to be interviewed
stating he had been previously interviewed and that he
had nothing further to say. During this interview the
Agents observed that the subject was visibly nervous.
The purpose of this interview was to interrogate him
regarding the possession of a Jeep vehicle in order
to further the attempts to trace a Jeep motor block
found attached to the victim's remains.

UNSUBS; EXPLOSION - DRIVEWAY OF RESIDENCE
OF WILLIE WASHINGTON, 1144 NORTH PINE
STREET, NATCHEZ, MISS., 9:35 P. M.,
SEPTEMBER 25, 1964
JN 157-1092
Serial 31 JACKSON report dated 10/9/64, by SA SAM H.

ALLEN, JR.
JACK SEALE, ERNEST FINLEY, Subject, R. L.MURRY, and LANNIE POWELL were observed in a secretiveconference about 5:30 P.M.,

Serial 162

on the date of the bombing.
FD-302 re interview of Sheriff ODELL ANLERS,Adams County, Mississippi.

Sheriff ANLERS stated that his
a Negro, ARCHIE CURTIS, who was severely

a "bull whip" about May, 1964.
CURTIS as a Negro undertaker from Natchez.According to his source, this actERNEST FINLEY, subject,

source toldhim about
whipped with
identified He

was committed by
and JACK SEALE.

-7-
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In addition to the above, he stated that
responsible for the bombing of

the same persons were
the Mayor's house on September 25, 1964.

to

JACKSON report dated 11/12/64 by SA

TIMOTHY M. CASEY, JR.Serial 1/3 ‘ -'-’s.
I- ’• i - p r .

v*.V

4

PROSPEREOn October 13, 1964, SA CLARENCE G.
contacted[7o]A(b)7^(Dr|who advised that he had learned that

October 12

V

w. V.

V

.u-, 1964, subject and JACK SEALE were

conversation about the sloppy job on the
...on -

engaged in
bombing of Mayor JOHN NOSSER's home on September 25,

1964. SEALE was overheard to state that he had been

at his home sick with the flu the night of this

bombing and that of WILLIE WASHINGTON; that SEALE's
wife had the family car at the McComb-Natchez foot-
ball game at the Natchez-Adams County High School.
Informant verified through other sources that

Mrs. JACK SEALE was at the football game referred to

above in the family car. Subject was heard voicing

the opinion that JOE NOSSER, ED FULLER, and MARVIN
MC KINNEY whom subject stated now carries a badge
and credentials as a Deputy Sheriff of Adams County
by using a flyer on Chief of Police, J. T. ROBINSON,
which states in part that Chief ROBINSON is
accepting payoffs and has prostitutes working for him,
and that as a result of this flyer the group that
withdrew with JIMMY WHITE from the Klan were the ones

1 a K
%4

. r.u r- f

%

1

who had bombed the Mayor's home on September 25, 1964.
On October 12, 1964,

that recently a Mississippi Highway Patrol Unit was
following TOMMY JONES, a resident of the Clover Hill
section, Natchez, Mississippi, and that a group of
Adams County Klansmen which included the subject,
JACK SEALE, ERNEST AVANTS, ERNEST FINLEY, and others
were following the Highway Patrol Unit which
following TOMMY JONES with the plan that if TOMMY
JONES was stopped by the Patrol Unit, the Klansmen
would disarm the Highway Patroman and "beat the hell
out of him".

advisedF0IA(b)7 -(D)

was

On October 6, 1964, informant advised that
e was at Natchez, Mississippi, at which time he talked

Co subject and his brother, LEE PARKER. Informant

-8-



inquired of the subject if he had gotten any of his

$1 100 owed to him by the Klan and the subject

advised that he had received no money from the Klan.

informant continued that he had receivedThis
information that Mayor JOHN NOSSER had gone to subject,

known Klansman and multi-millionnaire, and in

this meeting Mayor NOSSER advised subject he knew
subject was in the Ku Klux Klan and that NOSSER wanted

get along with subject and the Klan. Subject
reportedly made the statement that he had nothing for
or against NOSSER.

.*

who is a

to
.* ?

r ,

'v 'fe-t:

JACKSON report dated 1/12/65, by SA BILLY
BOB WILLIAMS.

'

SiLr'TOJgMSerial 261

ED FULLER advised that he believed that
JACK SEALE and the subject were probably responsible
for the "heat" on him, FULLER, explaining that the
subject is a wealthy man who is in the United Klan
and who could afford to pay out considerable money
to get rid of FULLER. FULLER also said that he
believes subject "dropped that nigger's body out of
that airplane", referring to the two Negroes who
dissappeared in May, 1964, near Meadville, Mississippi,
whose bodies had been found in the Old River South
of Vicksburg, Mississippi. He pointed out that
subject has his own airplane, which he probably
flies himself, and has a landing strip on Palmyra
Island, near where the bodies were found. FULLER
claimed to have no specific information connecting
subject with these murders, but stated he "heard
talk among them boys".

ERNEST HENRY AVANTS,
JAMES KENNETH GREER,
MYRON WAYNE SEALE, aka "jack";
GEORGE GREEN,
BRUCE LLOYD PAYNE - VICTIMS
CR
JN 44-379
Serial 129 JACKSON report dated 11/2/64, by SA TIMOTHY

M. CASEY, JR.

-9-
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On October 22, 1964, JAMES KENNETH GREER
former member of the Whiteadvised that subject was a

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and was no longer active;
however, he also advised that subject could possibly

be a member of the United Klan as
associate of MYRON WAYNE SEALE, who is a known member

of the United Klans.

he is a close

EDWARD LENOX MC DANIEL
RM-KLAN
JN 157-486

Insert by SA's WILLIAM F. DUKES and
THOMPSON BERRY WEBB dated 12/4/64.Serial 21

Informant advised that the subject, a well-
fixed financially man in the area, has been flying
dynamite or explosives into the area from some place
in Texas, via his personal four-place plane. Subject
has a landing strip on an island he owns and possibly
has a place on his farm where he can land also.
Machine guns, determined to have defective barrels,
can be purchased for $150 each from the same location
as where the explosives are obtained in Texas. Informant
was of the opinion that he could obtain the location
in Texas, and further that if the explosives are stored
in Adams County, they would be hidden on the farm of
subject.

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
WHARLEST JACKSON - VICTIM
CR; BM
JN 44-2044
Serial 380 JACKSON report dated 3/21/67, by SA ROY F.

RODMAN.
On March 14, 1967.1 F0iA(b)7 -(D) |advised that he

met with RALEIGH JACKSON GLOVER, aka RED GLOVER on
March 11, 1967, and they drove to subject's farm
on Palestine Road,
subject discussed the FBI i
the bombing of the Negro,

near Natchez. Source, GLOVER, and
investigation concerning
WHARLEST JACKSON, at Natchez.

-10-
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discussed the private school at Natchez
and GLOVER left the subject'sThey also

briefly and then source
farm.

tSS3stated that subject is a member of the

Silver Dollar Group in the Natchez area.
On March 7, 1967,

he heard that JAMES SEALE of Franklin County, Mississippi,
had told subject, who is from Natchez, that the
individuals who killed WHARLEST JACKSON should be killed
themselves.

Serial 530 JACKSON report dated 4/4/67, by SA ROY F.
RODMAN.

Source
1 : '

* madvised thatF0IA(b)7 - (D) h :CSS-
7• £ J i wi* .A ?

•* <

*‘

.t

V

FOIA(b)7 - (D) advised
that subject was Exalted Cyclops of the Natchez Unit
of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (WKKKKOM) in
early 1964, and when this Klan developed internal
troubles he joined the United Klans of America, Inc.,
(UKA). He has a reputation as a violent fanatic.

On March 9, 1967, 4

On March 18, 1967, MARTIN MATHEW GREEN,
Route 3, Box 31 B, Natchez, Mississippi, advised that
subject is a Klan member who owns Palmyra Island and
that he believes that the Klan holds meetings over at
subject's place on the island. He stated that subject
is known to be a big man in the Klan, that he is a
millionnaire, and is well respected by the younger men.

_
On March 15, 1967, JEWELL LEE BURT, Route 1,

Box 311-A, Fayette, Mississippi, advised that he
observed subject at a meeting of the Americans for the
Preservation of the White Race (APWR) held at the
American Legion Hut on Highway 33 outside of Fayette,
Mississippi. v-jr4

m

Serial 632 JACKSON report dated 4/18/67, by SA ROY F.
RODMAN.

On March 31, 1967 J FOiA(b)7 -(D) Advised subject
the Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (OKKKK),was in

the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi
(WKKKKOM), and the United Klans of America, Inc., (UKA).

-11-
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commit acts of violence.He is not prone to

F0IA(b)7 - (D) advised he andOn March 29, 1967,
at CHARLES JAMES' Amoco Service Station,the subject were

Natchez, Mississippi, a known Klan hangout at the time,
when a telephone call was received there, advising that
TOMMIE L. JONES had been arrested in Ferriday, Louisiana,

and subject drove to Ferriday and assisted JONESSource
in obtaining bond.

identified aF0IA(b)7 - (D)On April 6, 1967,
photo of subject.

On March 28, 1967, F0iA(b)7 - (D) [advised that
subject attended a fishfry on June 26, 1965, held at
the home of JAMES LEE in Wildsville, Louisiana. After
the fishfry, subject along with other members of the
Silver Dollar Group attempted to raise money for the
release of TOMMIE JONES from the Ferriday, Louisiana,
Jail.

JACKSON report dated 5/2/67, by SA ROY F.
RODMAN.

Serial 747

On April 19, 1967, BUFORD WILLIE ASHLEY
advised subject is from Natchez, Mississippi, and he
owns property on Palmyra Island, which is located 40
to 50 miles northwest of Natchez.

On April 14, 1967, JOEL RAY FREEMAN, 103 LeeStreet, Vidalia, Louisiana, advised he did not know thesubject.
On April 14, 1967, subject was interviewedat his residence located on Palestine Road, Natchez,Mississippi, by SA CLARENCE G. PROSPERE. Subjectstated that he could definitely recall where he was ont e night of February 27, 1967, but that he would notfurnish this information

FBI should determine where he was, and when the timecame for him to verify his whereabouts, he would do soand would have witnesses to corroborate his story.

to the FBI as he felt the

TAPVQAH
He, ?!:fl:ed he definitely felt that WHARLESTJACKSON was killed by a Negro but he declined to furnishany information as to why he had this opinion.

-12-



Subject also stated he would decline to
furnish any information regarding his past activities,
but he stated "Of course I used to be in the Klan".
He further stated that he did not feel that he should
furnish information regarding other individuals whom
he knew to be in the Klan and he felt that if he began
answering questions, they would possibly bring him
under suspicion for some incident which he stated he
had never actually been involved in, although he knew
the FBI had possibly heard from other individuals that
the subject had been involved in acts of violence.
Subject stated that if he began answering questions
and refused to answer some of these questions, that he
felt the FBI "would keep score" and thereby draw a
deduction that he was involved in an act of violence
and, therefore, he felt the best thing for him to do
was to decline to answer any questions or furnish any
information.

On April, 1967, THORE LEE TORGERSEN, 1405
Westwood Street, Natchez, Mississippi, advised the
subject was present at a fishfry, held in June, 1965,
at the home of JAMES FREDERICK LEE in Wildsville,
Louisiana.

CROSS BURNINGS,
NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI, EARLY
EVENING OF MARCH 17, 1967,
RACIAL MATTERS
JN 157-7590
Serial 1 LHM dated 3/24/67.

On March 18, 1967, Chief of Police, J. T.ROBINSON, Natchez, Mississippi, Police Department,advised that on the evening of March 17, 1967, between0.10 P.M. and 10:30 P.M. six cross burnings occurredm Natchez, Mississippi, area. He advised that he didnot think there was any significance attached to theournings but believed it was done to protest theproposal to add Negroes to the Natchez-Adams Countyc oo Board. Chief ROBINSON pointed out, however, thatunng the period of these cross burnings, both the

-13-
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subject and L. C. MURRAY, local Klansmen, were observed

driving around Natchez, Mississippi. o.

MM
1

i:V. iI
r

UNSUBS (3); SHOOTING OF REVEREND
DONALD A. THOMPSON, 8/22/65,

JACKSON, MISS.
JN 44-1292
Serial 258

>

W5• »

^T. •u**1

JACKSON report dated 10/27/65, by SA HAROLD

LEO FABRIZ.
l.mSL

m >

V In sA

contacted at his residence atSubject was
Route 4, Box 15A, Natchez, Mississippi, on September 15,

1965, by SA's THOMPSON BERRY WEBB and JAMES 0. INGRAM,

with negative results.

.

,7

i

is»

CRIME CONDITIONS
NATCHEZ RA
JN 92-15

*

FD-209 by SA MICHAEL J. O'NEILL dated 6/10/68.Serial 123
\Sf*

On June 3, 1968, source stated that he heard
that the subject had recently purchased an airplane from
G. L. FIFE. He stated that he did not know how much
the subject paid for the plane, but he had heard that
the plane was valued at over $30,000. Source stated
that this airplane is being kept on the property of
subject in Natchez, Mississippi.

w a•* r
* .

«•

mi-
i'

ERNEST BUCHANAN PARKER
RM-KLAN
JN 157-512

*
V.a

-
. •4

H
QK

This file is the main file concerning subject
and contains all personal data and information concerning
subject's activities as a member of the Ku Klux Klan. mvV. /V

A - \

The following is a description of subject: -i
,r'v
• - I

ss-^l
Name
Race

ERNEST BUCHANAN PARKER
White

-14-



Male
5/4/30
Natchez, Miss.
S'IO-II"
175-200 lbs.
Brown to dark brown
Gray
Ruddy
Medium
MARY OFIE PARKER
Four

Sex
DOB:
FOB:
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Build
Wife
Children

Green and Hazel

15*
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(THOMAS ALBERT TARRANTS, III)157-1

1 - 157-1159 (ED FRASIER)
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"BE RECONCILED"
WERE FURNISHED TO KLANBOOKLETS

WHICH
BY KENNETH DEAN

5/13/71, that he had learned that
had obtained threeSource advised on

JOE DANIEL HAWKINS from Jackson, Miss

booklets entitled, "Be Reconciled
the "Winter

• J

, which booklet indicated
of the booklet and prepared

, 1971,M issue
of Southern Churchmen," Post Office Box

said the booklets were
it was
by "The Committee o

12044, Nashville, Tennessee. Source
#

. ,,
HAWKINS by KENNETH DEAN, formerly with the Human

Jackson, Hiss., but who is now studying
HAWKINS said that DEAN

sent to
Relations Council in

Fordham University in New York,

had only sent three copies of the booklet, which contains,

among other articles, one entitled, "Conspiracy on Conspiracy,

by one ANTHONY DUNBAR, and which article is critical of the

FBI and Meridian, Miss., Police in their handling of the case

in Meridian, Mississippi, involving THOMAS ALBERT TARRANTS, III.

at

Source related that all three of those booklets were
for distribution to

given to ED FRASIER, of Meridian, Miss
who should be influenced against the police and FBI

• >

persons
in the Meridian area.

DEAN is supposedly sending more of the booklets for

FRASIER s use.
Source said HAWKINS still maintains that he is keeping

in constant contact with DEAN in order that DEAN and his "Communist
friends" might assist in obtaining the release of THOMAS ALBERT
TARRANTS, III, from the penitentiary at Parchman, Miss., through
legal means.
JIMMY SWAN
COMPAIGN FOR GOVERNOR
AND PLANNED INFLUENCE

On 5/13/71, source advised that during a conversation
he overheard 5/12/71, between JOE DENVER HAWKINS and W. S.
TORRANCE in Jackson, Mississippi,
to SWAN's i

'

be in power.
HAWKINS continually referred

winning the governorship and the fact that "we will
HAWKINS also said that he had been promised by

SWAN chat all SWAN helpers will be well taken care of.



\
'

related that Attorney TRAVIS BUCKLEY is
and advisor to JIMMY SWAN 0

HAWKINS
a constant traveling companion

\

. TORRANCE was
On 5/18/71, source related that W. S

overheard to state that he, TORRANCE, had been in conversation

with TRAVIS BUCKLEY and that BUCKLEY was desirous ^ of having

DANNY JOE HAWKINS confer with THOMAS ALBERT TARRANIS, III,
at Parchman, Mississippi, and see if TARRANTS could not be

pursuaded to Let BUCKLEY reopen . . ,

on behalf of the FBI and police to violate the civil rights

of THOMAS ALBERT TARRANTS, III, at the time of his shoot-out
at Meridian, Mississippi. BUCKLEY supposedly

that case and to air the matter publically
Source stated that his information was

A

• >Y'

S'

the accusations of conspiracy
Si Vi.’
. J 1.1-r :

V- \ '
•>

v,
and apprehension ,«Z-r
wants to reopen
before election time,
that; BUCKLEY had made no concrete plans to institute any type

ainst the police and the FBI; however, he was strongly
in that, he felt that if such information^could be brought to the attention of the public, then, this

would greatly help JIMMY SWAN in his campaign.

:V-*

suit ag
considering such an act,

/

On 5/18/71, source related that TRAVIS BUCKLEY had
been heard to comment that he and JIMMY SWAN were very desirous
of having ACE CARTER come over from Alabama and act as an
advisor and write speeches for SWAN, during SWAN's campaign.

On 5/24/71, source related that ACE CARTER had been
in Jackson, Mississippi, visiting with the JOE DENVER HAWKINS
family on 5/20/71.

*

L
On 5/20/71, source related that he was able to overhear /,

discussions held in the home of JOE DENVER HAWKINS on 5/19/71,
at: Jackson, Mississippi, whereby a strategy meeting was held |
concerning JIMMY SWAN's campaign for governor.
he was able to determine that the following persons were present
at that meeting:

’ r

&Source stated
m r-

JOE DENVER HAWKINS and his wife, JOHNNY MAE
ED FRASIER
JOE DANIEL HAWKINS
TRAVIS BUCKLEY
W. S. TORRANCE
BOBBY RON FOSHEE

f
.^’

9
JS

• - - _
. R

r

2
••Hr

V

• '
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that those present appeared to
he was supposed _

TRAVIS
Source relatedsres

behalfanfwould'lik^to
1represent"sWA^at that meeting.

'v

to

JOR DENVER HAWKINS was heard to comment that he

F MATTHEWS, of Florence, Mississippi, have been
J *

several occasions, to meet with JIMMY SWAN and
each occasion they were

SWAN would be unable

and L.
trying,
he explained to BUCKLEY that on

off and given excuses as to why

on

• • • £?'put
to meet with them.

HAWKINS related that he had also received information
of the Citizens Council in the Jackson,
had advised JIMMY SWAN to stay away from the

associate himself in any way with Klan members.
stated that he had also received information that

from ACE CARTER and

t

that RILL SIMMONS
Mississippi,
K1an and not to
HAWKINS
SIMMONS further told SWAN to stay away
that ACE CARTER could only hurt his campaign for governor.

area

>5*
y.

'

HAWKINS then commented that he had personally paid
telephone bills and some other campaign bills for JIMMYall

SWAN in the Hinds County aisa during SWAN's last campaign for
governor and he did not want all of his assistance for SWAN
to be rendered in vain. HAWKINS then told TRAVIS BUCKLEY
that he and other White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of
Mississippi (WKKKKCM) members wanted a meeting and an under-
standing with JJjiMY SWAN and, further, they wanted BUCKLEY to
take the message to SWAN that they wanted a statement in writing
that HAWKINS and other WKKKKOM members would be taken care of
if they put all of their support behind SWAN 0

L

1
i ' r i*Source related that on 5/20/71, he also heard TRAVIS

BUCKLEY state that ARCHIE WATTS, of Meridian, Mississippi, had
been written two letters by JIMMY SWAN, whereby SWAN was asking
WATTS to act as SWAN's campaign manager in the Lauderdale County,
Mississippi, area; however, WATTS has not answered either of those
letters. Source then heard BUCKLEY ask ED FRASIER if he would
contact WATTS and ascertain WATTS
campaign was concerned.

T
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I intentions as far as the SWAN
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OF WI-.W AFRICA(RNA)REPUBLIC

^jdvisGcl KB held tiGQird thst ths

FBI went to the man who was selling property to RNA “embers
in Hinds County, Miss., and that the FBI had convinced that

back out of the deal to sell the property to the REA

On 5/13/71, source
<£

S'

‘ l.ru-v

roan to
members• i:V

. SMEMNaSawi

£

advised that HAWKINS said that the FBI was
Source

"that there would be no racial problems
merely trying to see

oid friction between the RNA and the white * . i,.'.
j:if*.. '• •

ij.es,'V

and trying to av &-7J4'*citizens of the area. Cl
*51=-X V i T-t

>"I.
<S '-fAr.’ .^T

’AMBAVIKINS commented that it would have been a lot
_ _ _ i have kept the fight going between the RNA and

the white people because JIMMY SVIAN would certainly obtain
HAWKINS said that all

-:*

)

better to

votes because of such friction.more
SWAN supporters should think of ways to cause the RNA to

create more problems.
On 5/18/71, W0 S. TORRANCE was heard to say that

about eight to ten FBI Agents are constantly watching and
guarding RNA members in Jackson, Mississippi, and that FBI
Agents were acting as protectors for the RNA.
RAYMOND ROBERTS

On 5/13/71, source advised that on 5/12/71, JOE
DANIEL HAWKINS was heard to tell ED FRASIER of Meridian,
Mississippi, that money would be collected in the Jacksn,
Mississippi, area to be used to campaign against RAYMOND
ROBERTS in Lauderdale County, Mississippi, where ROBERTS
was making a bid to win a job in the forthcoming election

Source said FRASIER was apparently successful
in convincing HAWKINS that R.OBERTS does not have a chance
as a cons table.
anyway and the money would be wasted.

On 5/18/71, source related that on 5/16/71, he had
overheard a conversation between W. S. TORRANCE and JOE DANIEL
HAWKINS at Jackson, Mississippi,

m
and during that conversation
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F0IA(b)6
F0IA(b)7-(C)

r

f

s
\
\

\
V
\

UAMKTNS stated he was very desirous of finding out all

information'available concerning RAYMOND ROBERTS and

pertaining to the fact that MD ROBERTS

was supposed to have bought a farm recently in the Meridian,

Miss area. He'-statcd he would like to know how often

ROBERTS visits that farm, the location of the farm and whether

or not ROBERTS intends to live on that farm.
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On 5/18/71, Source stated that JOE DANIEL HAWKINS

state that

Vi,
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also overheard to
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W. S. TORRANCE then commented that he was aware of

the fact JOE DANIEL HAWKINS gets at least one letter each

week from THOMAS ALBERT TARRANTS, III0

TOMMY HORNE

On 5/13/71, source advised that TOMMY HORNE, former
defendant in the slaying of three civil rights workers case
near Philadelphia, Miss
State Representative against DAN JOHNSON in Lauderdale County,
Mississippi.

was going to run for election for• y

Source stated TOMMY HORNE is still very outspoken
in his animosity for the FBI.
ERNEST PARKER

/

On 5/13/71, source advised he is very well acquainted
with ERNEST PARKER from Natchez, Mississippi; however, he has
only observed PARKER on one occasion at meetings involving old;
White Knight Klan members in Jackson, Mississippi. He said j
this meeting was about the last week in March or the first week
in April, 1971.
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id that while PARKER was present in the
PARKER began to talk of the fact

the only Klan with real men,”
weak and ineffective.

\

Source sar
. TORRANCE

V
\

V

office of W. S
that

'."the White Knights are
and cdtnniented that the United IClan was very . . .
PARKER then exhibited his "Silver Dollar" badge saying he is

'member of the Silver Dollar Club in the Natchez, Miss.,

3C

% mugs:-r-b
r ,'v

|
y .

still a
area.

v
-N

\

1•'-%y

Source said. L. E. MATTHEWS is definitely the Imperial
and that ERNEST PARKER and MATTHEWS are

Source said PARKER is also a very good
S-, TORRANCE and TORRANCE has been heard to say on

TlmWizard of tire. WKKKKOM
the closest 6f. friends,
friend of WQ
several occasions that PARKER had been by to visit with him.

M * .•
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Source'further related that W0 S0 TORRANCE told him
that PARKER spent $11,000 on a campaign bus for JI.MMY SWAN to
use in his gubernatorial campaign and that PARKER feels SWAN
will be a certain wifmor in the forthcoming gubernatorial race0

TORRANCE was also heard to say that JOE DENVER HAWKINS and
ERNEST PARKER will be getting "big State jobs when SWAN goes
in as governor."

\
\

JOHN RAY TORRANCE, brother
of W, S. TORRANCE

S
\
\

\
\

N
\

V
N

On 5/20/71, source.related that he had learned that
the brother of W.S. TORRANCE, JOHN RAY TORRANCE, also known a"Frick."/ *1\

\
\

\
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JOE DENVER HAWKINS and
CLALM NEIGHBORS SPYING FOR FBI

^/20/71, source related that a meeting at JOEDcNVLR HAVTKm' house on the night of 5/19/71, was held andP 1Sons P~'-Sent at the JIMMY SWAN for Governor campaign
HAWKINS' neighbors

61"6 *U CaUti°ned thaC the FBI had J0E DENVER
spying and reporting to the FBI the identities

v

6

/ V7r.
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HAWKINS
since heand from the HAWKINS residence,

aware of the FBI spys ever _ _

the present address.
of persons going, to
commented that he was
had been residing at

FBI INTERVIEW OF
BOBBY PON FOSHEE

Jsr-til
faiK

On 5/24/71 source advised he had received information,

from W. So TORRANCE that on Wednesday, 5/19/71, BOBBY RON FOSHEE

had been contacted at the Southeastern Construction Company

the Walter Sillers Building in Jackson, Miss.,
according to TORRANCE,

knowledge whatsoever of
to whether or not he had access

Source stated

£

:mon
project on
that date
FOSHEE had been asked if he had any

and questioned as
construction company employee,

bragging that he had gotten the identities of the

by SA'S JENNINGS and DEAN and, % ,

explosives
to explosives as a
TORRANCE was
Agents and the fact that TORRANCE, after obtaining those identities
marched away from the interview without "giving them the time of
day."

Source stated he also overheard W. S 0 TORRANCE state
he might be able to take some of the "heat" off of FOSHEE
concerning his being questioned about explosives and related
he had requested ED FRASIER, of Meridian, Mississippi, to
v;rite an anonymous letter to the FBI Office in Jackson, Miss
stating that W. S. TORRANCE was also bringing explosives from
the construction company project in Jackson, Miss
is a foreman for the Southeastern Construction Company and that
he was taking those explosives into Lauderdale County, Miss.
TORRANCE said he had requested FRASIER to type that letter and
mail the letter from Meridian, Miss., on 5/25/71.

• J

where TORRANCE• >

Source advisd that Wc Sc TORRANCE also bragged
concerning the fact that he and FOSHEE had gone to Attorney
(FNU) BRONSTEIN’s office in Jackson, Miss., and that while
FOSHEE and TORRANCE were present in his office, BRONSTEIN called
ROY MOORE concerning FBI harassment to FOSHEE and TORRANCEbraggingly stated that he told MOORE that anytime the FBI wanted

BRONSTElS’foff^e! ^COntaCted in Attorney

7
I
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RALLYUKA, INC.
LAKE, MISSISSIPPI,
MIGHT or 5/29/71

•)

advised that on the night of
United Klans of America, Inc.(UKA)
held in a pasture on the Lake-Connehatta

Source stated the rally
rn, until 10:30 or 11:00 p.m.

On 6/1/71, source
5/29/71, he attended a
rally, which rally was
Road in Newton County, Mississippi.
lasted from approximately 7:45 P* . onn
11c stated that the rally was attended by approximately 300

all over the State ofwho were supposedly from
He related that he observed 15 robed Klansraen

three of whom were dressed in red robes and
He stated that the three in

persons
Mississippi.
at the meetii
the remainder in white robes.

'(f
'AJ> ?

D, ALBERT STAMPER and ERNEST
Source stated the red

'00}CATi-.wred robes were L. M.
YATES, all from Newton County
robes indicated that the individuals wearing same were either
Exalted Cyclops or some other state officer in the UICA, Inc.

, MiO

Source related that one GEORGE WINDHAM from Brookhaven,
Mississippi, was present at the rally and claimed that he
driven a bus from Brookhaven with 58 Klan members from that
area on board the bus. Source stated WINDHAM did not wear a
robe but said he was an Exalted Cyclops of the UICA, Inc
the Brookhaven, Miss., area

Source related that at the end of the speaking
Inc., rally, and after ROBERT SHELTON

new UKA, Inc., members,
ed among the people present and were passing out

Source stated that SHELTON commented
to the group that those who returned their applications would
be screened and v;ould be contacted at a later date.

Source advised that the rally was piesided over byMississippi Grand Dragon, ;
comments and then introduced the
then the Grand Dragon of Texas.(FEU)GRIDER and(FNU)SCHULTZ,SHELTON to the rally

from•)

activities at the UKA,
had made a plea from the stand for
Kiansman pass
Klan application blanks.

DURRELL F0NDREH, who made a few
Grand Dragon of Louisiana,
FONDREN then introduced
both of whom accompanied ROBERT

site.

8
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introduced ROBERT SHELTON as the main
FONDREN then

speaker for the evening.

related that ROBERT SHELTON, the Imperial
from Tuscaloosa, Ala., then spoke

a little more and spoke of how the
turning Socialistic and

He commented the

Source
Wizard of the UKA, Inc
for about one hour or

v
' *iu:
Cel

of the United States isgovernment
turning more toward Communism every day.

catering to the Negroes in that the Negroes

practically all of the poverty program funds *
told the people present that Federal

if.

’!

government was
were getting

and
*

He
funds contributed by the working class people

He then made mention of the
food stamps,
funds and state
were going to support Africa,
fact that "LIU" had once

P .

locked arms with MARTIN LUTHER KING r

Iidefinitely a Negro supporter.which indicated he was

SHELTON also was heard to comment that JIMMY ARLEDGE
and JIMMY SNOWDEN(both of whom are serving time in Federal
institutions
rights workers in Philadelphia, Mississippi)are going through
the same things that he went through while he, SHELTON, was
serving time inthe Federal Penitentiary.

for their part in the slaying of the three civil

ROBERT SHELTON was also heard to tell the people
present that there is a man running for governor in Mississippi
who is like GEORGE WALLACE and thinks like WALLACE, and LESTER
MADDOX of Georgia. He then pleaded with the people present to
"put a white man in the governor's office."

i

\

Source related that SHELTON also commented during
his speech at the rally that he was aware of the fact that
IBI Agents were sitting out on the road and listening to the
comments made during the rally and they were observing the
festivities at hand. He stated that he did not want anything
to happen to those FBI Agents, who were watching and listening.

9
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advised that SHELTON then announced thatSource
the hat would be passed through the crowd for funds to

ttic United Kleins of Ameiricoij T.rc# y c ind i ts fight sgain ^t tne

Communist takeover in this country. Source related he did not

know how much money was taken up at
as i t came by him was
people were also
and other UK.A, Inc
selling the literature

continue

S

that meeting , but the hat
He stated that several

such as the "Fiery Cross ,"
He stated that those

% tfv:s

completely full ,
selling literature,

prepared booklets.
were also selling pictures of ROBERT

fe.
iW-<;

>:
*v

Vpimsa f s l• >
r.

.. .

SHELTON. t
« - * *

<.

Source advised that he rioted ROBERT SHELTON was
now traveling in a big camper bus with a "W" on the front
of that bus

-t
SETi

W;* > •}; jr'.

L\

MR

Source advised he also recalled that during SHELTON ’ s
comments to the group present , SHELTON assured the group that
a "bloody revolution was coming," and cautioned the people to
be ready, but did not make any specific reference as to how
they should prepare themselves for such a revolution;.

-. ^ ,
V ,

19* 9

%
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, MISSISSIPPIC. ESPEY AND HOUSE
_

lL> -^ > ~

H.

Monday, 3/15/71,
which time ESPEY

well
, unit of

advised that on
C. ESPEY at
now out: of the Klan
of the House, Ml

Source related that he knows
who are continuing to belong to ebe House unit.

On 3/17/71,
he was in conver
advised him
as about 15 or
the
members

source
cation with H.

ESPEY, ^ i'LA bthat he,
20 other members

V,13. fi
f:o
V *!>|

of: r,o MeridianTJKA.

h p • again conversed
{.hat be was

source related that he
which time ESPEY told him

ESPEY, in referring to ERNEST
net all involved in the klan and
\S>

5? discovered ”.

On 3/19/71, s
C. ESPEY
with the

said "each

atwith II.
through
YATES,
begin to trust everyone, then a pimp is

i- ian forever.
Cirnc I

IV .l~

IESPEY further related that the YATES
wide range effect in the whole

are now running scared.

problem 5s
A

state and that allhaving
klan members

On 3/23/71, scurea. advised tbat
ESPEY on the morning of 3/23/71, and dur
with ESPEY, ESPEY told him that L. M.
County, Miss.,
klan and now other
of GATEWOOD because of his
informant for the FBI.

talked with K. C.
LiIg kh& conversa tion

GATEWOOD of Newton

ha

war politicing to keep ERNEST YATES in the
members are beginning to become suspicious

support for YATES, a confirmed
JL-j

m
Also on 3/23/71, ESPEY told source that most klan

members are now mad at ROBERT SHELTON the Imperial Wizardfrom Tuscaloosa, Ala., for having appointed YATES as Titanof the Fourth Province of the UJCA , Inc., without anyinvestigation whatsoever into YATES' background._ ESPEYagain related to source that the House, Miss.,now all broke and all members that ESPEY knows,that they are through with UKA,

TZM'I

V «***r.v%

f

nwklavern is Si*m.
.

have stated
Inc., activities forever.

VOi :v
.V IOn 3/30/71,. source stated that he again talked withH. C. ESPEY over the weekend of 3/27-28/71, and ESPEY continuedto state that he intends no longer to become associated withany Ulan group unless he could becomeunit of trusted

associated with a small
Miss., area.men in the Meridian,

r

r



JIMMY SWAN
CAMPAIGN FOP GOVERNOR
AND RET.AT

fx

:ned that
office

that he had leadviced <> *-«»On 3/26/71,'Source
f 3/2M/73, a meeting was held in an-Walter Sellers Building, near

Source stated that be learned

O J _
the night or
the bottom floor

the Capitol, in Jac
that the following

on
of the Net-;on

Miss.kson,
individuals /

J Is
wore present at that meeting: •«

>:. . 7
r-." ; .r--ED FRASIER

W. S. TORRANCE
1, E. MATTHEWS
JOE DENVER HAWKINS

a

y-jSource related that he had learned that the abo
group during their dis
CHARLES SULLIVAN had enticed Judge- GREER to announce his
candidacy for Governor of Miss, , as a staunch conservative
in order to attempt to split JIMMY SWAN ’s vote potential.

ve
cussions. related that Lt. Governor

Source stated that it was further discussed at trieabove, meeting that the group was going to attempt to pafalse rumors around the State of Miss., which would "tie
V.)w!

CHARLES SULLIVAN to Father BRUNJN1, a member oc the Mi r-% rOO #J,Human Relations Bureau". Source stated that ED FRASIERr> requested to take that information to Lauderdale County,
v;a
Mi , and distribute the word as the actual truth.

n oJU •

It was also mentioned that JOE DENVER HAWKINSgoing to make attempts to obtain unknown type material
was
which would be detrimental to the campaign of SULLIVAN andthe information would brand SULLIVAN as a liberal candidate.

It was further mentioned at the above meeting thatED FRASIER would act as Chairman for the Lauderdale CountyCitizens for JIMMY SWAN and that FRASIER wouldof the SWAN forces in
be the leaderLauderdale County,mentioned that Mr. and Mrs.Miss.,

It was also
DAN PEEBLES of Collinsville,and ARCHIE WATTS of Meridian, Miss., would act asc remittee members under the leadership of ED FRASIER.



should attemptmentioned that ED FRASIER
pc>

in the Meridian,
alsoIt was

to get as many spe
CHARLES SULLIVAN at

area.

lined up as
engagements

alcors
sneaking

Mir c\. J o « 9

source related tkau he had been in
'

2 and TORRANCE had mentioned
campaign manager

public debate
TORRANCE

and the fact that SWAN

On 4/7/71,
conversation with V.1. S. TORKAACL
that he had learned that JT.KMA’ hVLdJ s

suggested and was for SKAN’s appearing in a

with CHARLES EVERS, Negro mayor of Fayette.,

stated that because of this suggestion

VM5 Xm
' 1 gvT--'

-i - A

Mi mr» o.So *

any advice from the
manager quit and went

to want to accept: t ' ‘P - V j*jT«

did not appear
campaign manager, then the. campaign
back to liia home in the State of Ala. X

On 4/7/71, TORRANCE told source that he had

learned that ERNEST PARKER drove to Jackson,
rack in his pickup truck

E, MATTHEWS and \h S, TORRANCE.
E. MATTHEWS had supposedly bought a

-ted by ERNEST PARKER and it

Miss., with
recently and

It v;ashis guns on tho gun j;

visited with L,
mentioned that L.
campaign bus
was further m
contributed or collected contributions for SWAN in the amount

with money eollec
entioned that ERNEST PARKER had already

of $68,000.
I

Source stated that he had further learned from
TORRANCE
MATTHEWS and TORRANCE,
by Negroes in Miss., before the governor’s election since
these riots would tend to aid the campaign of JIMMY SWAN.

that it was agreed at the meeting between PARKER.,
that there should be several riots

On 3/26/71,
mentioned during the conversation he had had with L. E.

TORRANCE told MATTHEWS that FBI Agents
of the fact that MATTHEWS constructed the bomb that
have blown up the home of Meridian,
MEYER DAVIDSON during 6/68.
really "shook MATTHEWS up".
ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN
AM-CON EXPLOSIVES

source also related that W. S. TORRANCE

MATTHEWS, were aware
v;as to

Miss., businessman,
TORRANCE stated this comment

3
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advised that on 4/11/71,
Miss., at

and all other Klan

On 4/13/71, source
he conferred with W. S

TORRANCE told
. TORRANCE in Meridian,

him that hewhich tine
cvmr> th i'rers i n the .Jackson, i'iisJ *

elated over the fact - that DANNY JOE HAWKINS was found not

" of the charges lodged against him in federal Court
FBI Agent. TORRANCE commented that the
ippi have finally seen the light".

y area were quite

flguilt
of assaulting
people of Missisa 5

-V\ r-*fnan
V *>.

>*

further related that
SAM JENNINGS had been one of the

against HAWKINS, then it
JENNINGS by making telephone

of the night.

Source stated that TORRANCE
of the fact that SA

involved in t

• - \f id

; 52.ci- .
•-V*

because
main figures
was
calls to his home in the middle

other harassment mentioned - in

r»n
s.I -w case

their plans to harass
-mThere was

connection with Agentno
JENNINGS.

On 4/13/71, source stated, that. W. S4 TORRANCE spoke
the fact that one BOBBY FOSKEE, who does

under the supervision of
very elated1y ovt\r
some type of construction work
TORRANCE at the Souther./;torn Construction Company Project
in connection with the building of the Walter Sellers
Building, had mentioned that he was going to get a case of
explosives. TORRANCE commented that FOSHEE was supposed to
obtain the case of Am-Con explosives v:hich case would be given
to TORRANCE and divided rIk,,in half. According to TORRANCE, he and

, would take half of the case
Miss., would get the

ED FRAS3 Ell of Meridian, Mi
and JOE DENVER HAWKINS of Jackson,
other half of the case.

r r
f

r
*

Source asked TORRANCE what he and others intended
to do with the explosives
that they had

at which time TORRANCE stated
no immediate plans; however, it was possible

niggers
used to "blow up some

and stir them up which would tend to aid theforces for JIMMY SWAN and his

f f

campaign for governor.
TORRANCE related that the Ain-Con explosivesvery simple to use and one could mold the explosives likeputty into any form and it to explode by merelycause

striking a dynamite cap into the putty.



•f

v-*:related that he traveled to
4/15/71, and learned that on

E, ED FRASIER and BOBBY FOSHEE
office on the bottom
project.

On 4/16/71, source
the night of

Sc

Jackson , Hiss
same night, W. 5. TORRA

onS

NCthe
had held a conference in
floor of the Walter

"

TORRANCE 1s
Sellers Building > •* - >

w

related that FOSHEE had commented that lie
obtain the Am-Con

the National Guard 1’ h

Source r
able to explosives as yet and said

already got: the
and FOSHEE has not had the opportunity to pick it

had not: been
that his "buddy in

T
f -*> r'Cls

.1» A•iexplosives
up from that buddy. $ -* ,

"rii
1ft

FOSHEE also reportedly commented that the Am«Con
used like putty. FOSHEE commonted

that lie was going to give the Ara-Con explosive, when he
did obtain that explosive, to Wr S. TORRANCE, alone and he

the delivery of the explosive.
and FRASIER

*

comes in a tube and is

did not want anyone to see
FOSIIES commented he wanted no witnesses
to comment VlH'rii getting some of it", and FOSHEE said
"thats between you and W.S."

s heard•.i p» vo

Source related that he had learned that while FRASIER,
TORRANCE and FOSHEE were meeting as mentioned above, TORRANCE
attempted to call JOE DENVER HAWKINS to invite HAWKINS to the
meeting; however, he was unsuccessful in reaching HAWKINS.

i

While trying to call HAWKINS, TORRANCE commented
that something was going to have to be planned by HAWKINS
to stir up the Negroes to help SWAN.

W. S. TORRANCE then supposedly asked ED FRASIER
anyone in the Meridian, Miss., area who

pping and FRASIER jokingly said "yes". TORRANCE
Ole FOSHEE will go if you want anybody whipped",and FOSHEE agreed that he would ship anybody and would travel500 miles to do 7

if FRASIER had
needed a whi
then stated

so.

TORRANCE then described FOSHEE as the toughestman he has ever seen and to just let FOSHEE know if there wasa whipping that needed to be handled.



ask TORRANCE concerning

SAM JENNIHGS of the FBI since
meet:in
ment of

then hoard toFRASIER was
v?hat bad been clone to SA 3

mentionod g and TORRANCE
JENNINGS op

going to let

at a previous
1aav1ng any harass

l JOE DANIEL HAWKINS and was
this project: was
ommented that he wasc
to JOE DENVER ana
them worry about any such harassment.

nted on A/16/73 , that he had been able
TORRANCE that: JOE DENVER and JOE

information concerning all
and klan sympathisers

former Jackson, Mi

.isSource coinn
from W, S.to determine

DANIEL HAWKINS were obtaining
directed against k.lan

in the Jackson area from the
officer who testified for

TOUEANCE Comment:sd

activities
, police

JOE DANNY HANKINS during the recent
that: this ex-police officer questio

still members of the Jackson FD

S c\•- i »

r-» c* itrial,
his
and relays all information he is
HAWKINS family.

old buddies who are
able to obtain to the

on A/13/71,On A/21/71,
had conferred with TORRANCE
thothe had again talked
Aia-Con explosives and F0S11EE
to get the explosives from his

source advised that
aL which time TORRANCE related

to RODDY FOSHEE concerning the
id he had still been unable
buddy in the National Guard.

he

n n
• 2 c i

Source stated that: he was going to maintain contact
would continue

concern irig the obtaining and disposing
with TORRANCE and JOE DENVER HAWKINS and
to obtain information
of the explosives.
AUSTIN MC CARY

On 4/16/71, source advised that while be waswith W. S. TORRANCE
walked in and while there,
harm that he would like
boyfriend.

visiting
the night of 4/15/71, AUSTIN MC CARY

i MC CARY was talking about the
to see come to his former wife ’s

on

Source said that after MC CARY left, W. S. TORRANCEcommented that there was definitely going to be a killingver the arguments between MC CARY and MC CARY'S ex-wife andher boyfriend.

6



MISCELLANEOUS

sourer, related that he had been unableOn 3/17/71,
information v*hatsoever concerning the identitiesto obtain any

alleged members of the*JIMMY STOVALL and -CHARLES BUTLER,of
Miss.UICA y Inc., at House,

stated he had made additionalOn A/21/71, source
concerning STOVALL and BUTLER around House,inquiries

and Meridian, Miss., and v;as unable toPhiladelpMa,Union,
information vriiaf;soever pertaining to STOVALLobtain any t

** iir -and BUTTER.

I




